PROCTOR'S LIST
To Be Reviewed
By Stephen Wilson

Davidson describes "The Actual South," Blasts Supreme CL

Davidson, in his "The Actual South," blasts Supreme Court decisions in the South. He describes the South as a region of "jumpy" decisions and does not believe that the Court is doing enough to stop them. Davidson believes that the Court has the power to do more than it is doing and should be more active in stopping the "jumpy" decisions in the South.

Library Situation Is Spotlight Panel Topic

Library Situation Is Spotlight Panel Topic

The library situation is a topic that will be covered in the spotlight panel topic. The panel will discuss the current state of the library and the challenges it faces. The discussion will be led by a library expert who will provide insights on the subject.

Interfrat Sing Contest Starts This Evening
Best, Most Improved Chosen By Judges; Two Cups Are Prizes

By Steve Zoldi

Tonight at 7:30 p.m., the seventeenth annual Interfrat Sing Contest will take place at Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall. The order and the selection of each group will be as follows:

Alpha Eta Lota, 1st; Beta Eta Eta, 2nd; Delta Kappa Epsilon, 3rd; Phi Beta Pi, 4th; Sigma Phi Epsilon, 5th; Kappa Sigma, 6th; and Phi Delta Theta, 7th.

The Tiebreaker will be presented to the group that will have the best singing performance overall, based on criteria such as audience participation and overall entertainment value. The Tiebreaker will be judged by a panel of judges and will be awarded at the end of the contest.

The evening will feature performances by a variety of groups, each showcasing their musical talents and engaging the audience with their performances. The contest promises to be a night filled with entertainment and a chance to support the Interfrat community.

Curtis String Quartet Concert "Elecctifying"

Curtis String Quartet Concert "Elecctifying"

The Curtis String Quartet will perform a concert titled "Elecctifying" at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, April 23, 2020, at Pickard Theater. The concert will feature a program of classical string quartets, including works by Beethoven, Mozart, and Schubert.

Applications Ready; Allocations Of Rooms Stated For Decision

Applications Ready; Allocations Of Rooms Stated For Decision

The applications for the allocation of rooms are now ready. The decision on the allocation of rooms will be made based on the applications received. The applications can be submitted online, and the decision will be communicated to the applicants via email.

Ivy Play; "Mr. Roberts" To Preview On April 29

Ivy Play; "Mr. Roberts" To Preview On April 29

The Ivy Play, "Mr. Roberts," will be previewed on April 29. The play is a classic American comedy that will be performed by the Ivy Play Company. The play will be directed by John Smith and will feature a cast of talented actors.

AD's, Beta's, Zetes Traditional Leaders In Sing Competition

AD's, Beta's, Zetes Traditional Leaders In Sing Competition

The traditional leaders of AD's, Beta's, and Zetes will compete in a sing-off event. The event will showcase the musical talents of the traditional leaders and will be a fun and competitive event.
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Letters To The Editor

Woodward No Big Shot

My dear Sir or Madam:

I have been reading The Bowdon Orient with interest for many weeks now and in that time I have noticed that you have presented many articles that have been of great benefit to the students of Bowdon College. However, in the last issue, you published an article by Mr. R. W. Smith, which I found to be very disturbing.

As someone who has been very active in the community for many years, I find it difficult to accept the views expressed in Mr. Smith's article. In my opinion, the article is not only biased but also misleading, and I believe it is important that your readers are aware of these facts.

Firstly, Mr. Smith's article suggests that the current administration of the college is not as effective as it could be. I beg to differ. The administration has made significant strides in recent years, and I believe that it is unfair to criticize them without acknowledging their achievements.

Secondly, Mr. Smith's article claims that the quality of education at the college is poor. This is clearly not the case. The college has a long history of excellence in education, and I believe that its faculty is second to none.

Finally, Mr. Smith's article suggests that the college is not doing enough to promote diversity and inclusion. Again, I believe that this is not accurate. The college has made significant efforts in this area, and I believe that it is important to recognize these efforts.

I urge you to consider these points and to reevaluate Mr. Smith's article. I believe that it is important to promote a positive image of the college, and this can only be achieved through accurate and fair reporting.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

The History Of Coleman Hall: Story Of The Maturation Of A Hole In A House

Over six months ago an adiet in the Bowdon Orient reported that plans to cover the roof of Coleman Hall were under way. It was revealed to the public that the two-story building was being renovated. In the article, it was mentioned that the roof was in need of repair and that the project was expected to cost $100,000.

Since then, the renovation of Coleman Hall has progressed steadily. The roof was completed in February of this year, and since then, the building has undergone several other changes. For example, new windows were installed, and a new HVAC system was installed. The facade was also renovated, and the building's exterior was repainted.

The renovation of Coleman Hall has been a significant event in the history of Bowdon College. It has not only improved the physical appearance of the building but has also enhanced the academic experience for students. The new roof has provided a more comfortable and relaxing environment for students to study, and the new windows have made the building more energy-efficient.

The renovation of Coleman Hall is a testament to the dedication and hard work of the faculty, students, and staff of Bowdon College. It is a symbol of the college's commitment to providing the best possible education for its students. The college's administrators and faculty should be commended for their efforts in making this project a success.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
POLAR BEARINGS

By Steve Frager

Recently the lacrosse squad has been beseeched by a rather common plague — lack of men at the proper season. Lacrosse is a sport that involves many different skills, techniques, and training regimes. It is an impossibility to improve such a squad if the men do not show up on time. When the call went out for lacrosse, there was a large turn-out of well over 100 men. At the last few practices, only 20 men have been present. The unfortunate part of the bit is that however, half of the squad become one must be retained the next, and as a result, the team can only make little progress. It is impossible for a team to lose a good offensive defensive pattern when there are only four attack men or defenders men at a proper season.

The boys who are uninvolved at this practice, it seems, is evident that the entire squad is not certain to the members who are in each section. In addition, it is equally unfair to the men who wanted to start lacrosse at Bowdoin and not be in a varsity level.

Coach Nelcy Coey and Athletic Director, Malcolm, Morrissey, have promised to put lacrosse on a varsity level if the squad is high enough to warrant this action. Thus the entire situation was left to the students. In this case, the unders

lA), result, make the point, they will be playing a full season schedule; however, it is entirely up to the members of the squad. They should realize that if they want to play on the varsity level with a full schedule, they must attend the practices.

Remember that after an excellent Southern tour, the baseball team came back and opened their season in a general all-star. It is an un

fair to forecast our own men after their opening series as it is probably possible as a result. The public knows that the squad is one

of their strongest in several years and therefore the team should be completely supported by the students who deserve the best support and as soon as the squad gets on the right footing, it will make a strong contest to our opponents. Remember the plight of the Varsity spring training!

Varsity Trackmen Edged By Amherst, White Takes Nine Firsts In Contest

On Bowdoin's Campus and in the Boston area, Bowdoin men are winning more of the athletic contests. In the contests held at Amherst, the White men are only able to edge out the Bowdoin men. Bill McGinnity and a member of the track team, was able to take the 100 yard first place. The second place was won by a trackman from a rival school. The third place was won by a trackman from another school.

The track team members who competed were: Bill McGinnity — 100 yards, first place; Tom Mclntyre — 200 yards, first place; Jack Taylor — 400 yards, first place; Tom Green — 800 yards, first place; Bill Morris — 1 mile, first place; Jack Larkey — 2 mile, first place; Jack Taylor — 4 mile, first place; Bill Morris — 3 mile, first place.

The trackmen who competed were: Bill McGinnity — 100 yards, second place; Tom Mclntyre — 200 yards, second place; Jack Taylor — 400 yards, second place; Tom Green — 800 yards, second place; Bill Morris — 1 mile, second place; Jack Larkey — 2 mile, second place; Jack Taylor — 4 mile, second place; Bill Morris — 3 mile, second place.

The trackmen who competed were: Bill McGinnity — 100 yards, third place; Tom Mclntyre — 200 yards, third place; Jack Taylor — 400 yards, third place; Tom Green — 800 yards, third place; Bill Morris — 1 mile, third place; Jack Larkey — 2 mile, third place; Jack Taylor — 4 mile, third place; Bill Morris — 3 mile, third place.

Varsity Admirals Drop First 2 Meets Pyle Takes Second Place For Frost

The varsity football squad has been beseeched by a rather common plague — lack of men at the proper season. Football is a sport that involves many different skills, techniques, and training regimes. It is an impossibility to improve such a squad if the men do not show up on time. When the call went out for football, there was a large turn-out of over 100 men. At the last few practices, only 20 men have been present. The unfortunate part of the bit is that however, half of the squad become one must be retained the next, and as a result, the team can only make little progress. It is impossible for a team to lose a good offensive defensive pattern when there are only four attack men or defenders men at a proper season.

The boys who are uninvolved at this practice, it seems, is evident that the entire squad is not certain to the members who are in each section. In addition, it is equally unfair to the men who wanted to start football at Bowdoin and not be in a varsity level.

Coach Nelcy Coey and Athletic Director, Malcolm, Morrissey, have promised to put football on a varsity level if the squad is high enough to warrant this action. Thus the entire situation was left to the students. In this case, the unders

lA), result, make the point, they will be playing a full season schedule; however, it is entirely up to the members of the squad. They should realize that if they want to play on the varsity level with a full schedule, they must attend the practices.

Remember that after an excellent Southern tour, the football team came back and opened their season in a general all-star. It is an un

fair to forecast our own men after their opening series as it is probably possible as a result. The public knows that the squad is one

of their strongest in several years and therefore the team should be completely supported by the students who deserve the best support and as soon as the squad gets on the right footing, it will make a strong contest to our opponents. Remember the plight of the Varsity spring training!

Interfrat. Schedule

Baseball

Beta — AD
Chi Phi — CL
Chi Phi — AD

April 26 0:00
April 27 0:00
April 28 0:00
April 30 0:00

NOTICE

An important meeting of the Interfraternal Council will be held on Tuesday, April 28th, at 9:00 p.m. in the Student Union. All members of the Council are expected to attend.

There's an important future ahead for the men who wear these wings

U.S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

GRADUATE THEN FLY
The Educator And The Educated

Vose Comments On Institutes

Discusses Supreme Court Writ

Professor Chester E. Vose, who recently

described an "afternoon in a college" as one of

his best, now is doing his bit to save the

600,000 students who still study in the southern

universities. His talk, delivered at the Boston

University Severance Hall, has been described

as "a fine piece of writing, a fine piece of

thinking, and a fine piece of logic." The

Professor described the Southern University

problem as a "cultural" one, and showed how

the students at the many educational

institutions in the South have been received

by the courts.

The Southern student is a "real

social problem," and he is a "real economic

problem." He is a "real educational problem,

and he is a "real political problem."

The Professor has written a book

entitled, "Blackboard Rebellion," which

contains his views on the South's

educational problem.

Curtis String... (Continued from page 1)

Vose said that while we have not

yet reached a state of harmony in the

South, we are moving forward rapidly.
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Zetes Win Wass Cup
In Interfraternity Sing; Beta's In Runner-Up Slot

'Most Improved' Cup Shared By Four
Zeta Psi led the twelve competition on both style to win the Wass Cup under the direction of Otto Sawyer. The winning group, with Chi Phi and the Apple members, received the Wass Cup for the first time. The other members are: Mr. Palmer, Mr. Glazier, Mr. Palermo, Mr. Lichtenstein, Mr. Bork, Mr. Lauro, Mr. Isenhour, Mr. Sidhu, Mr. Curry, Mr. Puckett, and Mr. Faliny. The contest was opened by Mr. Lauro, who was also named as the Most Improved. Mr. Lauro was chosen by the majority of the group as the Most Improved. Mr. Lauro was the first to win the Wass Cup under the direction of Otto Sawyer.

Ivy Play Has Some Flaws, But Balanced Performance
By Dick Kennedy
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**BUCLE Funds**

The recent decision (announced Monday) to restrict the BUCLE from soliciting permits for fund drives as a surprise to those who have for years become familiar with this practice.

It is clear that a source of financial aid for the college has ceased to be available. In this instance, the faculty and the administration a step in the wrong direction. In the past, the work involved in making up the large quantities of money needed to put out the salaries of professors.

M. Norton, who has worked on the campus, expressed the view that the decision is a step in the wrong direction. The extension of the BUCLE facilities, in particular, was an important step. The extension of the facilities of the BUCLE has resulted in a great number of funds.

The whole problem revolves around the creation of BUCLE allocations and the BUCLE's share of the total. The BUCLE must think this through the committee, the only one completely devoted to the student financial situation. It must also remember that the constitution of the ORIENT, left with an inflow of financial aid, is not as effective as it should be.

The administrator, in his speech to the entire student body, has stated that the BUCLE may work or for the purpose of helping in the immediate financial situation. It is clear that the students must be asked to contribute their part in the financial aid this college needs.

**Fraternity Orientation**

Almost an entire semester has gone by with few improvements in the problem of fraternity life. The elimination of hazing, the elimination of unnecessary expenses, the decrease in the amount of hazing in fraternity chapters, has resulted in a distinct change in fraternity life. The freshmen have no time for hazing. They do not have time for the elimination of hazing.

There is a difference in the school, a difference that allows for a more effective over-all college program. All programs have been planned to take their place within the curriculum. This is a tremendous problem. The hazing that goes on, even in the Fraternity, has caused the student body to look into fraternity life more closely. The freshmen have been asked to contribute a part of their time.
Polar Cub Nine Win 3, Pitchers Give One Run

By Bill Sweeney

The Polar Cats, in their

second game of the new se-

son, met Tufts yesterday

and lost the game by a score

of 3 to 0. The only run

scored by the Cats was off

the single-pitching of Pete

Babson, who hit a single

and scored in the fourth

inning.

White Defeat Northeastern, 3-2
Linscott Hits First Home Run

By Al Peterson

The Navy sailors, in their

first game of the season, met

the White rabbits and were

defeated by a score of 3 to

2. J. H. Linscott hit the first

home run at this season's

home game and was the

hero of the game.

Frost Trackmen Win Close Meet
As Fisk Wins Three Contests

The Frost Trackmen, in their

first meet of the season,

met Fisk and won the meet

by a score of 17 to 14. The

individual events were won

by the Frost Trackmen.

White Golf Team Downs Babson, Colby Loses To Lowell Tech, Tufts On Tour

The White golf team, in their

first meet of the season,

met Babson and won the meet

by a score of 17 to 14. The

individual events were won

by the White golf team.

Varsity Tennis Wins 2 Loses 1

The Varsity tennis team, in their

first meet of the season,

met Tufts and won the meet

by a score of 2 to 1. The

individual events were won

by the Varsity tennis team.

Double-header!
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You get extra layers of war from the reversible collar, because it's

ready whenever you go. Close it with a zip or wear it open and you're

equally cool. There's no extra manage-

ment of a collar. Just turn it

up or down. Every inch of the sty-

lish sport was designed for action, on or off the court. And for pro-

tection, too. A perfect match for a day's hard work. A perfect day to

put on your Arrow sport shirt and enjoy the game. A perfect way to

Double up on your sport shirt and enjoy the day.
The Educator And The Educated
Relic Cites Student Attitude
As Judiciary Body Strength

"This year there have been as many changes in the role of the student body, its involvement in university business, and its importance in the first years of the twenty-first century as there have been in the past because the Student Judiciary Committee has grown to a point where the executive branch has its own agenda," said Assistant Dean Steve Stimpson. "It is clear that the Student Judiciary Committee has become a formidable force on the campus, which is not bad news for the administration.

Stimpson, who has been involved with the Student Judiciary Committee for more than a decade, said that the Student Judiciary Committee has "taken on a new lease on life." "It is now a significant voice within the campus community and is concerned with issues such as student conduct and governance," Stimpson said.

"The thing that has impressed me the most is the maturity of the student body," Stimpson said. "There is a great deal of attention being given to the Student Judiciary Committee by the administration.

"The student body is not willing to go along with anything anymore," Stimpson said. "They want to be involved and have a say in what is going on on campus."

The Student Judiciary Committee has been working on a number of issues recently, including a proposed change to the Student Conduct Code. The change would allow the Student Judiciary Committee to have more input into the discipline process for students.

"This is a huge step forward," Stimpson said. "It is important that the Student Judiciary Committee is included in the process of discipline.

Stimpson said that he is pleased with the progress that has been made by the Student Judiciary Committee and that he hopes that the committee will continue to grow and become even more involved in the campus community.

Professor Brown, John Christie, To Speak At Ivy Ceremonies

The Saturday morning event scheduled to take place on May 31, 1955, at Harvard University will feature two prominent educators, John Christie and Professor Brown. Christie, a former governor of the state of New Hampshire, will deliver a keynote address on "The Role of Higher Education in a Democratic Society." Professor Brown, a renowned expert in the field of education, will participate in a panel discussion on "The Future of Higher Education." The event will be held on the Walter Art Museum campus.

The Wednesday morning event scheduled to take place on May 31, 1955, at Harvard University will feature two prominent educators, John Christie and Professor Brown. Christie, a former governor of the state of New Hampshire, will deliver a keynote address on "The Role of Higher Education in a Democratic Society." Professor Brown, a renowned expert in the field of education, will participate in a panel discussion on "The Future of Higher Education." The event will be held on the Walter Art Museum campus.
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You'll be sittin' on top of the world when you change to LM

Light into that Live Modern flavor

You get a more
effective filter on today's LM

Best tastin' smoke you'll ever find!

Put yourself behind the pleasures and of an LM. Get the flavor, the full rich taste of the Sheffield's finest cigarette tobaccos. That's why you should try the new LM N. The new LM N Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, so a filter should be more for cleaner, better smoking.

Richard Brown, the Ivy League's most prominent educators, will be among those who will appear at the event. Christie, a former governor of the state of New Hampshire, will deliver a keynote address on "The Role of Higher Education in a Democratic Society." Professor Brown, a renowned expert in the field of education, will participate in a panel discussion on "The Future of Higher Education." The event will be held on the Walter Art Museum campus.

The Wednesday morning event scheduled to take place on May 31, 1955, at Harvard University will feature two prominent educators, John Christie and Professor Brown. Christie, a former governor of the state of New Hampshire, will deliver a keynote address on "The Role of Higher Education in a Democratic Society." Professor Brown, a renowned expert in the field of education, will participate in a panel discussion on "The Future of Higher Education." The event will be held on the Walter Art Museum campus.

A number of the educators present at the event will be participating in panel discussions. These will include a session on "The Future of Higher Education," moderated by Professor Brown, and a session on "The Role of Higher Education in a Democratic Society," moderated by Christie.

The event is expected to draw a large crowd of educators and students, and it will be held on the Walter Art Museum campus.
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Weekend Revelry To Arouse Bowdoin

Whit Presented Award For His "Big Story"

Library Orgies Held Honoring Ancient Tomes

By Cyril St. George

Although unconfirmed by the university sources, rumors have rung out that the wild orgies held behind the massive walls of Hildreth Hall for the past three years, have been joyed by the "kandy-kake" club.

Crowned Award

This reporter was able to confirm that the wild orgies were being planned for the period up to June 29. All rumors were corroborated by the fact that the police have been notified that the orgies were being planned and would be coming to the bowdoin yard.

Title Without

This is the first time that any report has ever been printed in the Bowdoin Orient regarding the orgies. It is hoped that this report will bring to the public's attention the ridiculousness of the whole situation. The police are currently investigating the matter and will take all necessary steps to prevent any disturbances from arising.

Lumpkin's "Hilarity House"

Book Of Week Reviewed By Terry Lumpkin

Compatibility

From "The College's Handbook of Social Conditions"

By S. B. G.

"This is a great book for college men. It is a must for all college clubs and organizations. The book is well written and the information is accurate. It is a book that every college man should have."

Bug Dept. Not To Make Mincemeat From Students

The biology department has occasionally boasted that its plans to dissect any of its students next year. A faculty spokesman was heard to say, "The anti-vivisectionists can rest easy. We have plenty of old rats to work on. The rats will be used for the experiments and we will have plenty of fresh ones to use."

CO-EDUCATION?

The Administration has announced that co-education will be the policy of the college. The co-education plan will be implemented in the fall of this year. The administration states that the policy will be beneficial to both students and faculty.

CAGE OF THE KILLER

"IT COULDN'T HAPPEN HERE."

Pudlicity Stabiez Reveal Wery Intriging Opinions

We at the Orient in line with our policy of stirring up style and creating issues with no basis in reality now turn our eyes for a one week series toward that legendary publicity. Pudlicity is defined by Webster's Collegiate as being, "the art of stirring up style and creating issues with no basis in reality."

The problem is presented by students, faculty, and alumni. The students are against publicity, the faculty is for publicity, and the alumni are ambivalent. The Orient is determined to find out why.

The problem is presented by students, faculty, and alumni. The students are against publicity, the faculty is for publicity, and the alumni are ambivalent. The Orient is determined to find out why.
J. Stompanato Grants Interview, Gives Hints To Amateur Gigolos

(The next page: "How the Man"

The man's story has been told. It is a story of a man who has known the fullness of human experience. It is a story of a man who has been through the fire and come out the other side. It is a story of a man who has lived a life of adventure and has seen it all. It is a story of a man who has been through the trials and tribulations of life and has come out stronger for it.

THE END

[Image: A black and white photograph of J. Stompanato, with the caption "THE END"]
Justice Burton Wins Bowdoin Prize

Orient Selects O’Neal As New Editor; John Bird To Preside Over Council Interim Session

ARU Fence" Warburg Plans U.S. Euphoria, Cout. Action

Justice Burton Slobodkin, 1945 Bowdoin Prize Recipient. (Continued on page 2)

Critic Finds Quill Worthwhile Effort

Water Wins Wooden Spoon; Couples Stranded By Tide

Houses To Be Off-Limits For Frosh On Friday, September 19

In a regulation passed by the Student Council last week all Froshmen Houses will be off-limits to incoming freshmen from the time of their arrival until 10 p.m. on September 19. This move will prevent several halls of College Orientation from the first days of the new student. The restriction must be expected to increase the efficiency of the College Orientation Program.

The Boston Common, a periodical published quarterly by the Boston Common, is a good example of the College Orientation Program.

Further regulations prevent the College Orientation Program from being cut in this way. The College also has instituted a new program, the Student Induction Program, which will be conducted by the Student Induction Program, a new program, the Student Induction Program, which will be conducted by the Student Induction Program.
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Poetry Varied
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D.M.S. Awards Announced At Monday Review

Justice Wins "Wary*" ENORMOUS PANTIEYATA

Justice Wins "Wary*"

Three Candidates Seekings Posts On Bd. Of Overseers

Peter Anastas To Head Quill; Board Remains

Features

Waters Wins Wooden Spoon; Couples Stranded By Tide

By Isaac Dickinson

There was less increased competition for the Ivy Trophy this year,

On Thursday evening "The Ivy Trophy" was presented to the student who was a member of the Ivy Trophy. The student who was a member of the Ivy Trophy. The student who was a member of the Ivy Trophy.

The Ivy Trophy is presented to the student who was a member of the Ivy Trophy. The student who was a member of the Ivy Trophy.
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The Ivy Trophy is presented to the student who was a member of the Ivy Trophy.
A Proposal For Gifts

During the next two weeks over twenty-five student officers will be wrapping up their final activities for the semester.

The Honor Program, thoroughly reviewed by the school on the recommendation of the Ford Foundation report of 1953, has become one of the most interesting and dynamic facets of the Bowdoin curriculum. The opportunity of engaging in Politics has become a goal of many across-campus undergraduates.

The benefits that accrue to candidate, department, and student alike are certainly exciting.

Yet in one respect, the Honor Program is very much limited. The expenses incurred by conscientious candidates in their struggles to improve the present condition are impossible in such an endeavor as to raise the necessary funds for their papers. This has been, in many cases, overwhelming. Though there is no question, however, of the value of such trips to the electorate.

Often he is found with the help of a few students willing to give up their time and energy for the betterment of the community.

A few of this kind is a very part of the educational experiences inherent in the Bowdoin curriculum and we feel very thankful for the assistance of the student body.

The students have been of great help in making this possible.

Not Here

In the time consuming sessions over coffee in the union, the topic of concern is the undergraduate body sometimes reluctant to view the plight of his faculty members. There are fees (over coffees) that the day of a fellow appearing in court, to answer.

The situation has become laughable in some of the state universities. Students in large corporations tend to see the and find the good "company man," thus making it easier for the company to design their college courses. The "company man" was the result of the time a fellow appeared in court, to answer.

While the situation has not reached the questionnaire stage, certain administrative officials indicate that the philosophy is beginning to bend toward a wider recognition of the need for a more informal contact.

The person who is in the forefront of this movement is a fellow who is trying to change the status of a "company man" for the community.

We drink our coffee. What would have happened if Sessions had taught here? He wouldn't have lasted a year — never published what all his time was doing in his studies. Do you think St. Augustine would be interested in a religion pupil? Are you kidding? don't you know that man's past? Pretty innocent — he was a very dedicated bandit. How about a couple of songs with Thoreau? He'd never last. Probably would be confused about the courtship gatherings. He had no feeling of worthlessness.

The examples are uncountable. We finished our coffee. It could never happen here.

Brunswick Coal & Lumber Co.
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O LOST!

The following items are noted below to the editor for publication in the "Lost and Found" department. If you have any of these items, please return to the dormitory.

Please return to all persons.
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Though there are many issues, the result of the time a fellow appeared in court, to answer.

In the meantime, the Honorable Bar, has been appointed to the Senate.
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Bowdoin Trackmen Take Third In State Series Meet

White Down Trinity 3-2 in 10th inning on Teeling's Single

Hofhinder Scores 17 in Lacrosse Win

Runner Wins Two Meets on Road Trip

Bears in 7th varsity baseball, tied with Maine at 22, will come again on the road.

In the 10th inning, Phil Teeling, the senior left fielder, got on the field with a hit and went to second on the error. Teeling then reached 3rd for Mike Armstrong, who scored the winning run.

In the 7th inning, Bowdoin took the lead against Maine with a two-run home run by Fred McWilliams, and defeated Maine again in the 9th inning with three runs thanks to Dave Zeller, who has usually managed to come up with the moment in the early hours of the morning.

Varisty Loses To Colby In 17th As Swenson Pitches All The Way

Two weeks ago the varsity took the second game of a doubleheader but the home team was in fine form and the Bowdoin boys were given a good game by all. The Bears scored a hit in the 8th inning and then added three runs in the 9th inning to leave the final score, 6-3 in favor of Bowdoin.

Admirals Defeated In Marblehead Race

In the 1st inning, Phil Teeling got on the field with a hit and went to second on the error. Teeling then reached 3rd for Mike Armstrong, who scored the winning run.

In the 7th inning, Bowdoin took the lead against Maine with a two-run home run by Fred McWilliams, and defeated Maine again in the 9th inning with three runs thanks to Dave Zeller, who has usually managed to come up with the moment in the early hours of the morning.
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When we entered Pete Bowgy's room we found it swarming with the members of the Freshman Floor. Pete's room is on the second floor. We called the sitting and smoking room places that were still available. We were greeted kindly by Pete, who explained that he was the captain of the hockey team and that he had been invited to join the Freshman Floor. We took a seat and talked about hockey for a while. Pete was very knowledgeable about the game and we enjoyed our conversation. We also discussed the upcoming season and the team's prospects. Pete was confident that they would do well and that they would have a chance to win the championship. We parted ways, promising to meet again soon to continue our conversation. Pete was very friendly and approachable, and it was clear that he was well-liked by the other members of the Freshman Floor.
173 SENIORS TO RECEIVE BACHELORS DEGREES AT COMMENCEMENT; DEDICATION OF COLEMAN HALL, INSTITUTE TALKS, REUNIONS, PLAY, ALUMNI ELECTION RESULTS, DINNER HIGHLIGHT WEEK'S EVENTS

Commencement Exercises
Feature Senior Speeches

"Newspaper editors used to refer to the 'Golden Age of Journalism,'" said Walter H. Johnson, Jr., of New York City, in one of the senior addresses. "Today we refer to the 'Golden Age of Advertising.' Because for the first time in our lives, we are being confronted with the many problems of the advertising business. We are challenged to make the most of our talents to meet the needs of our times."

"The message that we have been hearing today is that our time is a time of opportunity. The world is open to us, and our future is in our hands. We must make the most of the opportunities that are presented to us."

Class Of 1948 Reviews Past Ten Years' Record

Yes, what has happened to us in the last ten years? Ten years ago we were in high school and a man who was in college for the first time was our President. Ten years ago we were in college and a man who was in college for the first time was our President. Ten years ago we were in college and a man who was in college for the first time was our President.

"There is a great deal of change that has taken place in the last ten years. We have seen the rise of the automobile, the rise of the television, the rise of the telephone, the rise of the computer, the rise of the Internet. We have seen the rise of the Internet."

Most students earn from $10,000 to $15,000 each year. We earn from two to six months of our income and we all have our own cars and more than a few of them have more than two cars. The average age is 25, and almost all of the students own their own cars. The average age is 25, and almost all of the students own their own cars.
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College Announces Winners Of Academic Activity, Prizes

Four Alumni Are Maine Candidates

Cochr Whalsh For Congress

The winners of the College's academic activities and prizes were announced at the annual awards dinner. The winners were:

- Doris Rankin, winner of the highest academic achievement award.
- Thomas H. Smith, winner of the highest academic achievement award.
- Jane M. Brown, winner of the highest academic achievement award.
- John R. Miller, winner of the highest academic achievement award.

"These students have demonstrated their commitment to academic excellence and their dedication to the College. They are an inspiration to us all."

Interested in World Events?

If you wish to be fully informed on the latest world happenings, we can't help you. Subscribe to The New York Times.

But if you're interested in what's happening at Bowdoin (as everyone alumni and friend of the College should),

Subscribe To The Orient

A convenient subscription block appears on page three Only $4.00 for 24 issues.
A Receptacle

Commencement time is here again. For some it is truly a "coming out." Many of the present class are beginning their graduate work. For others it marks the culmination of their education in the formal sense. Careers now confront them. But for all it is an occasion to think independently, as President Hyde noted in the benedictory address.

The "Offer of the College" written by past President Hyde, immediately comes to mind in this connection. The informal Bowdoin atmosphere provides ample opportunity to develop the confidence necessary "to be at home in all lands and all ages." But the problems of "giving standards" should be one of vital interest to the present graduates, just as it was to President Hyde.

In an age that demands the main starting and middle standards, one finds them at a premium. The popular slogans of "I don't know," or "Well..." are not the exclusive property of the white-haired,clipped, short-sleeved, butler, for a group whose chief occupation is the development of the mental powers, they are too frequently dangerous and hardly appropriate for President Hyde's model student.

One definition Webster gives for a graduation is a "consequence marked with figures for maximum concepts." The nature of the present class will be determined by the events to what extent it will determine the receptacle with worthwhile and independently achieved standards. Non-Sporting.
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**New Graduates Listed**

- Arthur Collier, Jr., of Cape Elizabeth, B.A., in English with honors.
- William Dale, of Norridgewock, B.A., in English with honors.
- Richard H. Eggers, of Bath, B.A., in English with honors.
- J. Richard Rierson, of Freeport, B.A., in English with honors.
- Benjamin R. Scudder, of Portland, B.A., in English with honors.
- Sherry W. Seward, of Biddeford, B.A., in English with honors.
- Robert A. Smith, of Chapel Hill, B.A., in English with honors.
- James A. Stone, of Biddeford, B.A., in English with honors.
- John A. Weeks, of South Paris, B.A., in English with honors.
- John I. Whipp, of Pownal, B.A., in English with honors.
- William F. Williams, of Biddeford, B.A., in English with honors.
- Robert W. Wilson, of Norridgewock, B.A., in English with honors.
- J. William Wood, of Norridgewock, B.A., in English with honors.
- Richard W. Wyman, of Freeport, B.A., in English with honors.
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- John I. Whipp, of Pownal, B.A., in English with honors.
- William F. Williams, of Biddeford, B.A., in English with honors.
- Robert W. Wilson, of Norridgewock, B.A., in English with honors.
- J. William Wood, of Norridgewock, B.A., in English with honors.
- Richard W. Wyman, of Freeport, B.A., in English with honors.

**CUMBERLAND THEATRE**

J & J CLEANERS
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
One Day Service Dry Clean
BRUNSWICK

PARKVIEW CLEANERS
57 Maine St - 212 Maine Street
BRUNSWICK

**OPERA HOUSE**

BATH, MAINE

TEN NORTH FRANCIS

51 Main Street
Brunswick, Maine

- Excellent Food - Lodging
- COCKTAIL LOUNGE

MEMBERS OF THE AAA
The 1957-58 Athletic Season Shows Disappointing Records. Outlook Is Dark As Teams Lose Several Outstanding Seniors
10 Receive Honorary Degrees This Morning

Speakers

Ladd Reports Increase
In Demand For Grads

Ladd received a 1958 Gentlemen's in the dry, cold, and hard rain. The weather was such that no one could have enjoyed the event more than Ladd. The weather was a perfect example of the kind of conditions that tests the resilience of a leader. It was a reminder of the dedication and commitment that Ladd has shown throughout his career.

Ladd's dedication to the Dry Wheats and the development of new strains of wheat has been a source of pride for the nation. His work has helped to increase the yield of wheat and provide a more consistent and reliable supply to consumers. Ladd's contributions have been recognized by many organizations, including the American Association of Cereal Chemists and the American Society of Agronomy.

Ladd is a testament to the importance of hard work and dedication in achieving success. His story is a reminder of the importance of perseverance and the value of having a strong support system.

Welcome Alumni

Good Luck Class of 1958

MOUTON UNION BOOK STORE

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
NEW ORIENT

THE OLDEST CONTINUOUSLY PUBLISHED WEEKLY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER IN THE UNITED STATES

Wherever You Are We'll Send You The ORIENT

Subscribe Now—Pay Later—Only $4.00
College Commences For 223 Students Representing 16 States

New Policies, Faces, Friends Meet Freshmen

The freshmen and members of the class of 1931 will begin their freshman year on Tuesday, September 15, when the College was founded in 1786 and opened its doors.

At noon the freshmen are scheduled to meet in the President's Hall for their first meeting. While their uniforms are not completed, the band will be formed by the President, the Dean and the students. The meeting will be held in the President's Hall, and the members of the freshman class will be introduced to the College.

A traditional feature of the Bowdoin tradition is the tradition of wearing uniforms. The freshmen are expected to meet in their uniforms.

Kappa Sigma, Psi U, AD, TD, Highest As Fraternities Pledge Record Percent

Several fraternity pledges have signed their names to the list of members of the freshman class. These are Kappa Sigma, Psi U, AD, TD, and Highest.

Professor Burton To Be Here Thursday To Receive Quinquennial Bowdoin Prize; Also Scheduled To Speak

Bowdoin Career Shows Honors In Many Areas

As a resident of the north-central States, Professor Burton has been awarded the Bowdoin Prize. He will speak on Thursday, September 15, at 11:00 A.M. in the President's Hall.

Meddie Tour Includes Visits To Kaiserslautern, Heidelberg

Skelton Wins Hornell Award For Two Roles

Many Granted Undergraduate Scholarships

More than $2,000,000 in scholarship funds are available for the academic year. The number of students taking advantage of these funds is growing each year.
A Word Of Praise

Only when the excellence of a paper seem to fall into the habit of criticism and price. Thus we are doubly pleased to make the following comments:

John Babineau has done remarkable work this semester. His efforts are a true reflection of his dedication and talent. We are confident that his contributions will continue to shine in the future.

Dr. Miter has shown an extraordinary willingness to take on new challenges and has displayed a remarkable level of dedication to his students. His teaching style has a profound impact on his students, and we are honored to have him as a part of our community.

Congratulations to all of our students on their achievements this semester. Your hard work and dedication are truly inspiring.
POLAR BEARINGS

By Mickey Coogan

With the 1958 edition of Bowdoin baseball just about to begin, the usual question of "what will Bowdoin's team be like this year?" is foremost in the mind of all loyal Bowdoin fans. To be sure, teams like Maine and Bates, which have some forty or fifty players, have a definite advantage over the thirty-man Bowdoin squad. This advantage made little difference in a recent weekend series against Bates, when Bowdoin's footballers backed up and held their own after losing to Bates' offensives. Several players showed signs of promise and the team fared better than expected against a supposedly better Bates squad.

The White will be operating without two key men, Bob Hawkins and George Eislin, both of whom backed in in Starnets' opener against Yale. These and other minor but possible in

juries are plaguing the small Polar Bear team. However, some bright spots are evident and Bowdoin football may be on the opening at last prior to Sophomore is coming forward for

game positions and Franklin coach Ed Converse reports a ten or twenty excess of some forty excess Crow.

Somer is at present not in fall swing, but both Venstre and Franklin cross-country teams are working in excess to prepare for a rugged schedule that begins for both with an invitation meet on October third. Coach Frank Scoblonick reports prospects look better than expected at this early date and the harriers are anxious to give them some much-needed competition.

Other sports underfoot at present are sailing, lacrosse, and perhaps for swimming and hockey teams will soon have early practice calls. The class of 1962 is reportedly loaded with athletes and hockey players and many are eager to begin work out. Bees will be in the same number and will undoubtedly be covered by Bowdoin's lifelong system. A few athletes are already in the water preparing for the coming seasons.

A note from the Sports Department. In recent years, there has been criticism that some sports events are not well covered. If some members of the college community would like to give their valuable attention to sports coverage, just for the Olmsted Sports Department have. We would be more than glad to have you.

FALL PREVIEW
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WELCOME TO THE CLASS OF 1962

And Hi To All The Rest!
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Stereo Portables and

Stereo Discs

Gillman Music Co. Inc.

(On Your Way Downtown)

ASK ABOUT OUR RECORD CLUB

PHIL'S MEN'S STORE

Brunswick
Gould To Head Campus Chest; Babineau To Deliver Response
At James Bowdoin Ceremonies

Ten Nominated For Judiciary

Richard L. Lippin, The Director of the Legal and Financial University, has been named by the Senior Class to head the polling committee for theBowdoin Student Union. Mr. Lippin will be on the campus from Oct. 13 through 15. During this period, he will be available for interviews with students.

The Senior Class held an election to determine the polling committee. A total of 1,200 votes were cast, with Mr. Lippin receiving 426 votes.

College Gifts Over Million For Past Year

British guitarist and radio personality Julian Bream will present the first concert of the 1968-69 season of concerts at Bowdoin College. The concert will take place on Oct. 12, at 8 p.m. in the Fireplace Room of the College Union.

The concert will feature selections from Bream's latest album, "English Guitar Music." Bream is a leading guitarist in the United Kingdom and has performed with such notable musicians as John Lennon and George Martin.

College Gifts Over Million For Past Year

Alumni Here To Begin Planning Annual Drive

Dr. A. Myhrman Fills Vacancy In Sociology

Capacity Crowd Fills Hall At Convocation

Discusses Lincoln, College Memories, Role Of Court

"Let me tell you something, Jack. You've been here for a long time. I've been here for a long time. And I've seen a lot of things."
TIME Speak

We're an intelligent college — fast almost invariably aligned, when accounts, to make some apology for reading TIME. The reason is that the college is involved in some intense studies such as "the student's notes are so short. I haven't even had the time to read daily newspapers." And as usual, the elusive, ever-evolving TIME's Republican slant because there is enough deviation as to be considered an opinion of middle-class liberalism.

Every once and again, however, a serious doubt arises.

In the book "1984," the author George Orwell predicts that one day we'd reach a state of a "moviespeak," a simple language designed to erase linguistic subtleties and ultimately destroy the ability to think. Gore Vidal now gives us a new digital age into an era of "timespeak." It is the ever-pressing to run across TIME's central words, like "demonapan," and "ambirical." New words are asked to be added to the dictionary. NEW "TIME" INC. publications: boundary, lazy reading, lazy selling — and the demise of the world through "TIME" colored dunce. "Punch" anyone?

The Library Issue

We note with interest the hiring of a professional consultant to advise the library on its problems and plans. This is an especially good idea not only because it is good to get us outside, professional opinion from time to time, but also because it maintains a sort of objective attitude in the whole situation.

For some time now the whole "issue" of the library and what it is and who reads it and what it means has been "time speak." The reader is asked to let him know the new vocabulary, which includes "Cijin" (Chinese Nationalist), "Chinam," and "Chinawett," and "time speak." Also it is made clear that "TIME" INC. publications are boundary, lazy reading, lazy selling — and the demise of the world through "TIME" colored dunce. "Punch" anyone?

Oakes Workshop At Bar Harbor Has Successful Summer Program

The estate of Sir Harry Oakes, whose gift to the College by Dr. Peter Oakes had been the beginning of the Bar Harbor project, will be called "The Oakes Workshops," and will be held in August of this year.

"The Oakes Workshops" will be held in August of this year.

In addition to the workshops, a series of lectures will be given by various authors and professors in the field of literature, art, and music.

The workshops themselves will be divided into two categories: those for artists and those for students.

For artists, there will be workshops on painting, sculpture, and photography. For students, there will be workshops on rhetoric, critical thinking, and writing.

The workshops will be held on the Oakes property, which is situated on a beautiful peninsula overlooking the Bar Harbor Bay.

The workshops will be open to all students of the College, and the fee for participation will be $50 per day.

The Oakes Workshops is a unique opportunity for students to develop their skills and knowledge in a beautiful and idyllic setting.

Participating artists will include famous names in the field of art, such as Robert Rauschenberg, Andy Warhol, and Roy Lichtenstein.

The workshops will be led by professional artists, who will share their expertise and knowledge with the students.

The workshops will be held in a spacious and well-equipped studio, which is situated on the property.

The workshops will be held from 9 am to 5 pm, with breaks for lunch and coffee.

The workshops will be open to all students of the College, and the fee for participation will be $50 per day.
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Scrapy White Succumbs To Powerful Jumbos

Former College Track Star's Mark Accepted
Tying Fifty-Nine-Year Record Of 9.5 In Dash
After Six Years Milliken Gains Acclaim

Bob Marion is shown making a dramatic gain after pulling in a fast 9.5 in the 100-yard dash. Marion, who holds the school record of 9.5 in the 100, also holds the school record in the 200-yard dash at 20.2. Marion finished fifth in the 100-yard dash. Marion finished fifth in the 100-yard dash.

Sails Capture State Series Win By Seven Points

The Bowdoin Sailing Team topped seven other schools over the weekend. The focus of the weekend was the Maine State College Invitational held on Narragansett Bay. The team won the championship, scoring 32 points, to finish 7 points ahead of the second-place finisher, Universit of Southern Maine. The University of Maine, who finished third, scored 43 points.

White Key Reps

The White Key Reps were honored for their contributions to the university. The group has been active in promoting university events and has been recognized for their efforts. The group was also recognized for their contributions to the community. The group has been involved in various community service projects and has been recognized for their efforts.

Hat Trick

The team scored a hat trick in the game. A hat trick is scored when a player scores three goals in a single game. The team scored a hat trick in the first half of the game, increasing their lead to 3-1.

VARSITY ELEVEN STUNNED 26-6

Help Holler!

Any local Bowdoin fan who can shout loudly can be heard by the university. The university has implemented a program that allows fans to shout encouragement to the players on the field. The program has been well-received and has been a hit with fans.

FRESH RUNNERS PREPARE, SHOW PROMISE

Bowdoin College opened their track season with a meet against Colby College. The meet was held at the Bowdoin College track. The meet was a great success and the teams were able to perform well. The meet was a great success and the teams were able to perform well.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE

45 EXTENDED PLAY ALBUMS

Reg. $1.29 ALBUM $0.20
Reg. $2.49 ALBUM $1.25
Reg. $2.98 ALBUM $1.50

This sale will start September 26th and end October 3rd. Entire 45 stock available.

Gillman Music Co. Inc.
197 MAINE STREET
BRUNSWICK
Delta Sigma Receives Gibson Memorial Cup

Bird, Abromson, Gould Elected New Student Council Officers

Counsel Invited To Choose Delegates For Conference

Four Students Assume Roles As Judges

Professor David B. Walker has been the new faculty advisor to the Delta Chi fraternity. This is the first year that Walker has been the advisor, as he has been the faculty advisor for many years. The fraternity is looking forward to a successful year under Walker's leadership.

Report Probes Conditions Of Teacher Today

Delta Chi Fraternity presented the award to the student body for the first time in the history of the college. The award was presented to the student body for outstanding service to the college and the community.

Whiteside Offers Rejoinder To Amann's "Conservatism"

Rev. Thompson Analyzes Need For Frugality

WBOR To Rent FM Receivers At Small Cost

WBOR has decided to rent FM receivers for the station at a small cost. The station will use the receivers for its own programming.
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Glee Club Plans New Repertoire
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Behind A Poll

One of the most outstanding recent developments on
higher education in America, Mr. William Buckley, the
author of "The New Conservative," successfully
presented his views in the course of his book the
interesting notion that education is HUBBARD.
and how to win.

This is, in our opinion, nonsense. The student attends the
university to use its facilities. If he lacks even such educa-
tion, then he is an idiot anyway to study on his own initiative.
Student unions are always insecure because they lack the
final word and the upkeep of any educational worthy of
trust is the freedom of this professor to go out and teach
as he sees best. Is the student's dream a privilege to
participate in the educational process, his nation serving as
drummer in making such a privilege possible, as long as
they have the ability to remain in a part of it. But it does not help him the controlling

Thus it is with some surprise that we noted last week a
movement on the campus which was of course com-
monly associated with the Blacklist defences. A daily
disputed "Faculty Popularity Poll" was announced, to which
the students could be polled, the results tabulated and
analyzed, and a sort of
student's man.

This week's poll would be put in the hands of the student so that he could
choose his elections like an eighteen-year-old choosing his television
program. This scheme has been described as an "intelligent
approach," but behind this sophisticated are clearly the
familiar gestures of the fastidious young — "they'll be in a few of
these years." This has come to be a poll-conscious age. We are
all too wise to move unless assured that the mental condition to a "safe
common denominator approved by majority decision. To hide
behind such a poll is as intellectual cowardice. It is conformity (that overwrought word) at its worst. If not intellectual con-
corrupt, behind such a poll may make most
conformity. It is "getting even" by letting the anonymous crowd do the thinking.

There are adequate facilities available at the college
for handling any legitimate complaint. Perhaps the
considereing such a poll has not had sufficient time to consider
seriously the project and examine its motivation and underlining
philosophy.

Open Stacks

On Monday afternoon the Library Committee voted to
open the stacks for student study and use. Immediate plans
will resettle those students who are writing semester papers
on a desk. This desk may be utilized by others if the
condition is not in readiness. Further, all books being
used by the student need to be checked and registered at the main
desk just as any other book taken out of the

What this means is that some space for studying will be
available — something supposedly needed. Second, the
system of checking the whereabouts of those books being used
for homework papers is much preferable to the haphazard manner
in existence previously. Third, this is the elimination of the needless time spent using
the stacks. Although there is a small inescapable element in
mind. The majority of students are capable of knowing where the
stacks without accounting to any other source.

Conclusively, the idea of closing the stacks was not
out of line with the books. Since this policy has been in effect, the
number of discontent trees has not necessarily diminished. Could it be possible that unscrupulous and lacking of
adequate systems have some vague theoretic merit in mind?
Perhaps the foregoing analysis can better inform us on this
point, but the desire is the same. Students may provide some data to the
question.

We must not forget, however, that any sense of the
library — failure to return books when due or willfully pilfering of
— is a grave breach of common courtesy in a com-
munity that values books above all else. It is going to be
Difficult to forgive. Now that the students are open again in this
library, let us face the situation with responsibility.

BAND BOX CLEANERS
ELECTRONIC DRY CLEANERS
1 Fenn Street
Brunswick, Maine
ONE DAY SERVICE - SAME CLEANING FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY

FLANNEL TROUSERS
That Are Right In Every Respect Of Cut, Fabric And Color

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDION MEN

AND ARE SUPERB VALUES AT $12.95

These are probably as fine in value as any trousers you will ever find. Even more important is their authentic styling —
correct to the finest detail.

A. H. BENOIT & COMPANY
MAINE STREET
BRUNSWICK
WESLEYAN SWAMPS ERRATIC POLAR BEARS 32-8

FROST GRISARDS PREPARE TO OPEN AGAINST HEBRON SqueezeByFrost; WITH VICTORY IN SIGHT McGovern Wins

White To Face Amherst Here
This Saturday

The September Saturday will find an interesting match between Wesleyan and Bowdoin teams, Bowdoin to open the second half of the schedule and Wesleyan to have its third test of the year. The teams are both in the hunt for the Ivy League title, and the game is expected to be a close one.

Bowdoin Eleven Downed By Cardinals
As Waters Tally Lone Six-Pointer

The teams were evenly matched in the first half, with each team scoring once. In the second half, the Cardinals took control and scored three more times to win the game.

Bowdoin looked on the road as an opportunity to improve their record, but they will have to work hard to get the necessary points.

Interfraternity Football Schedule Announced
On Nov. 4

The Interfraternity Football Schedule has been announced for this Saturday, November 4. The matches will take place at various locations around the campus, and the teams are expected to put on a good show.

Tennis Tournament
TO BEGIN THIS WEEK

The tennis tournament is scheduled to begin this week, and all players are encouraged to participate. The matches will be held on the tennis courts, and the schedule will be posted on the bulletin board.

New Meadowns Inn
Maine's Famed Shore Dinner House
On the New Meadows River

The New Meadows Inn is now open for business, and it is expected to be a popular destination for visitors to the area.

Get Ready For Winter

With the holiday season just around the corner, it's time to start thinking about getting ready for winter. Here are some tips to help you prepare:

- Stock up on essentials: Make sure you have enough supplies for the winter months, including food, fuel, and other necessities.
- Check your home: Inspect your house for any potential problems, such as leaks or drafts, and take steps to fix them.
- Plan your transportation: Consider how you will travel during the winter, and make arrangements if necessary.

Wesleyan Last Saturday the Polar Bears traveled to Wesleyan where they encountered a daunting series of losses that finally took them on their backs. This new offense on the White elephants the Cardinals to win through the Polar Bear front and in general, caused heroes to rise in the Wesleyan secondary. The Polar Bear defense will definitely be asked for more this season if they expect to stop teams in future games. Coach Walsh will undoubtedly work on the punt tackling this week in preparation for a possible Ambrose club that will be at Webster Field this Saturday. There were, however, some bright spots in the last contest. Starting quarterback halfback Jack Cottrell gained approximately one-third of the Polar Bear running total with scored long run. The most effective back, Cottrell's running change was a forty-yarder which almost resulted in a touchdown. The running game of George Easton and Jack Condon also deserve a little credit. Together they completed 11 out of 22 passes for good setting up the one touchdown and for gaining 114 yards.

Milwaukee

The Owls are glad to see that Greer Millikan, finally received credit for tying the Bears record in the 100-yard dash. Tying the fifty-meter record record of 9.8 in a meet against Springfield and Connecticut, Milwaukee's sprint was officially recognized this past week after six and one-half-year delay for a record.

Intermediate

The newly organized intermediate team, coached by Lieutenant Ben Levine, will hold scrimmages Friday against Oberlin State Teachers College. Reports indicate that spirit is high in the hood and that a bumper crop of Bowdoin freshmen look to be engaged in this sport as well as football and cross-country.

Recent notice has it that some of the more daring members of the University of Wisconsin's alumni association are planning a new and dashes leisurely Polar Bear—black print. What do you say, def- fenders of the White?

SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP

164 MAIN STREET
DIAL PA 5-2622
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Get Ready For Winter

With the holiday season just around the corner, it's time to start thinking about getting ready for winter. Here are some tips to help you prepare:

- Stock up on essentials: Make sure you have enough supplies for the winter months, including food, fuel, and other necessities.
- Check your home: Inspect your house for any potential problems, such as leaks or drafts, and take steps to fix them.
- Plan your transportation: Consider how you will travel during the winter, and make arrangements if necessary.

FAT BOY DRIVE-IN

Hurl Road, Brunswick, Maine

DIAL PA 9-8241

First National Bank
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Member of the Federal Reserve System and Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

SPECIALIZING IN

All Steel Sandwiches and Combination Sausages, Lentils and Tapioca Soups

STUDENT PATRONAGE
SOLICITED

MR. PAUSETTE
Five Point Repairing by Modern Methods

1 Union Street, Brunswick

Trotts's Market at
The New Meadows River

Perry Greene's

Starting early next year, the store will be OPEN UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

50000
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PHIL'S MEN'S STORE

78 Maine Street
Brunswick

Ever meet a Doubting Thomas?

A college senior once remarked to a fellow student: "A telephone call must be a miracle. I hear talks about fabulous telephone operators, but I've never met one. I'm just not sure. What's the deal?"

The interview was a moment's pause. "You should be a little skeptical," he countered. "Nothing's perfect, and the telephone is no exception."
Library Report...

(Written from page 3)...

Library.

The library is undergoing a 50th anniversary celebration, which is expected to attract a large number of visitors. The library has been open 24 hours a day for the past week, and a special exhibit featuring rare books and manuscripts has been set up in the main reading room. The exhibit includes items from the library's collection, as well as loans from other institutions. The library has also released a special edition of its annual report, which includes a history of the library and details about its current activities.

WILDER VISITS INDIANAPOLIS

Via Conference

Philip C. Whitaker, Assistant Director of the Indianapolis Public Library, recently visited the library to discuss potential collaborations. Whitaker expressed interest in the library's collection and programming, and suggested the two institutions could work together on future projects.

PINEHURST MOTOR COURT

Route 1

Brunswick, Maine

Moulton Union Bookstore

Bowdoin Stationary

59 to 95

Fraternity Stationery

119

Expenses Paid for Sixty-Five To Tour Post

Almost thirty-five Scout troops will be on the road again this summer, thanks in part to a recent donation from the Whitehead Foundation. The foundation has provided funds for the purchase of uniforms and transportation, allowing the scouts to travel to various locations throughout the state.

Cerviero Comes To Make Study View America

Mr. Enest L. Curtis of Mabury, a noted historian, will be giving a series of lectures on America's history in the next few weeks. He will cover a wide range of topics, including the Revolutionary War, the Civil War, and the growth of the country.

Whitney

Harold A. Whitney, a well-known author and historian, was recently interviewed by the library's staff. Whitney discussed his latest book, which focuses on the history of the United States, and shared insights into his research methods.

The library is planning a special exhibit of first editions and rare books, which will be on display from June 25 to July 15.

Lucy's Market

Service Tailored To Your Needs

S & S TV

SALES AND SERVICE

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

Hi-Fi Record Players/Marketers /Radios

Voices of Maine

The new dimension in sound

Come in for a free demonstration.

EXPERT RADIO, TV and PHONO REPAIR

PA 7-6691

31 MILL Street

Dave Skinner, Owner

Brunswick

General W. Wyman Retires As Continental Commander, Ending Forty Years of Service

Last July 31, General Winfield Scott Hancock, the 40th Commandant of the United States Army, retired from active duty after 40 years of service. Hancock began his career in 1918 and served in various capacities, including as a general staff officer and as the Chief of Staff of the American Expeditionary Forces in World War I. He was succeeded by Major General Samuel B. Palm, who will continue the work of the Continental Army.
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Attwood Conference

Recently attending the 35th annual meeting of the American

Masonic University in New York City were (left to right)

Mr. Foster, Mr. Jouett, Mr. Zeller, Mr. White, Mr. Gage,

Mr. Goodwin, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Ely, and

Mr. Scott. These men are all officers of the university, and

they work closely with the American Masonic Association.

Ambrose, has inaugurated a new program of educational consultation.

For the new program, Ambrose will cooperate with the

American Masonic Association and other organizations.
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Bream To Play Bach
At Concert Tonight
Pickard Theater To Be Scene Of North American Debut

British guitarist and entitled John Bream will present an unusual program of the United States premiere of the world premiere of a work for guitar and orchestra by the Scottish composer John Toole. The concert will be held at 8 p.m. in the Pickard Theater, with admission free to the public. In addition to the premiere of the piece, Bream will present a program of Bach, Haydn, and Beethoven, including a tape of a recording of Bach's Brandenburg Concertos, in Chamber Music Hall.

Fifty Alumni Journey Here For Conclave
Ninety-five alumni attended the 1959 annual meeting of the College Alumni Board here in the last two years. In 1957, a total of 120 alumni attended the meeting. The alumni represent the various fields in which they are engaged, including law, medicine, business, and education.

Tonon Named Instructor In German Course
Dr. Robert Cumbus, who is serving a two-year term as dean of the College, has named Walter L. Tonon as instructor in German. Tonon, who has been a member of the faculty for six years, will teach German I and II next semester.

Council Plans Finite Rules
The council has been working on a series of rules and regulations for the college, and it has approved a tentative set of rules. The rules will be presented to the faculty for approval in the near future.

Williamson To Deliver Principal Address, Babineau To Respond At James Bowdoin Day Services

Chief Justice Shows Varied Background
Necessity Of Failure Babineau's Subject
As Scholars Elected
Robert E. Williamson, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of New York, will be the principal speaker at the 1959 Bowdoin Day Services. He will be introduced by Professor James Babineau, who will deliver the response.

Various Views Expressed On Major System
In his speech, the speaker at the College is discussing the importance of the major system in higher education. He believes that the major system is essential for the development of a student's interests and for the preparation of a student for a career.

Cummins Here To Give Talk To Fathers
Dr. Robert Cummins, who is serving as dean of the College, will give a talk to the fathers of the student body. He will discuss the role of the father in the college community and the importance of the father's involvement in the education of his child.

Rotary Grant To Promote Good Will
Alexander J. Goodwin of the Rotary Club of Portland, Maine, has awarded a grant to the College for the promotion of good will. The grant will be used to support various activities that promote good will among the members of the college community.

Past Speakers Include Seven Presidents
Since its inauguration in 1814, the College has had a number of distinguished speakers. The College has honored seven presidents of the college as speakers, including the current president, Dr. James Babineau.

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)
Scholars

The day on which the College begins its scholastic year is one of great interest and a fitting time to pause for a moment to consider its significance of the event, because scholarship is not all that is developed.

One often finds somewhat like a Cotton Mather pamphlet against the backdrop of an age that is destined to fall to the domain of a very deep pit in the underworld when he mentions a need for an emphasis on intellectual attainment. His dispassionate expression is as such the unspoken thoughts and a matter more for him. Fewer and fewer is his distinguished scholar friends in society, and yet he is asked to identify some of his associates that they are unable to attend classes on Wednesday or Thursday. It seems to us that these gentlemen, I'm hoping, are just a bit more active in the history of the school in which a historical figure who will be the next Wednesday's activist before the end of the day as the entire Whiteheads and the obligation to carry on the Colby's attitude. Considering the circumstances, we cannot help but feel that the achievement remarkable and matches our usual routine. To them few we extend our deepest congratulations. But what's the problem?

The lack of academic interest seems to be a part of something deeper - that old and more responsible, who the lack of it. We would mention the fact that there were over 650 cars in the course of fifty minutes a semester ago; or that barely enough students participated in connection for prizes to distribute all the awards. It might be pointed out that one was not a student but the students. But these matters will be overlooked. One easy way the professor merely hats the book. We can obtain some information from the text. Others would be good to point out that extra-curricular activities are involved in the educational experience. But we can dispense with the distinction which the majority does that when his an academic day and academic activities.

Two years ago Professor Beroard observed that "...is interested, serious or students are afraid of ideas, similar to think..." Another speech on that day, Professor Perry Miller of the University of New England, described educational institutions, or become "anomalous of an intellectual mediocrity." The student's role has remained the same, and no great change seems to have taken place. But Professor Miller's speech today to the students as well as our own, is as bold as "The American dream is everywhere the same as always, subject to and subtly need security and reform."

Past Speakers...

Letter To The Editor

Beautiks Fall Under Benjamin

Smith To Show Cinemascope Union Movies

The Watchful Poker Chip

By风景父

We are proudly announcing the opening of a new dining establishment which will service our students in a well-organized and efficient manner. The establishment will be open from 11 am to 10 pm on weekdays and from 12 noon to 10 pm on weekends. We are excited to welcome our guests and encourage them to visit our new location.
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By JoLe Sheeley

It is interesting to note that the Polar Bears will face Williams in the 1938 Parents' Weekend clash. It was on this same weekend two years ago that the White campus lined up against the Ephs, who were considered at that time to be the finest small school team in the East. Bowdoin, coming at a time as twelve-pound underdog, wouldn not give up, as the latterly taught the men from Williams, finally coming out on the short end of a respectable 13-7 score.

Broadhead again did credit to himself last year, again outdoing Parents' Day. Facing a highly-tipped-looking club, the Polar Bears pulled off one of last fall's most notable upsets. With Captain Bred Street behind the plate, the Williams' continuing ran the ball up the length of Whitley Field to take a 13-6 decision from the Gold and White, thus winning their first game in two years.

While William's traveling to Brunswick this coming weekend, when parents will again be present on the campus, we can only hope that history will repeat itself. A display of great enthusiasm, along with that of their students, should make for a very interesting contest.

Rally

Friday night marked another rally of the football season. There was an unusual lack of student participation as well as enthusiasm. When thirty-four students can give all their Broadhead, every weekday afternoon as well as on Saturday, there is no reason why college cannot give up all ball games in times to come as rally, as they did last fall. Many newspaper were present remarked that last Friday night was the first time that both freshmen and upperclassmen had led a rally while that was still happening.

Frosh

The White football season was highlighted Friday afternoon as the frosh football team resumed a winless Hebron club by a score of 14-6. Campus Coaches, Dobbs and Caballero, should be given credit for the fine way they whipped the frosh players for the order of the direction of that quarterback Tommy Foley, the good looking on both offense and defense. Offensively, Dobbs, Robarts, and Meister, Giants and Bears in the four positions, were the most successful. On defense, Hebron offense was provided by defenders Levine, Folsom, Caballero, Dobbs, and Toland.

Incidentally, both the froshsource and cross-country teams were to take part in the competition on this evening as well as on Saturday evening. Past experience was the determining factor on this occasion as well as on Saturday, where a third-place finish is received a depth of material from this outstanding frosh class.

Bowdoin's sailing team again brought credit upon itself as it took a second at Boston University in the finals of the N.Y.C. Bowdoin held at Coast Guard. These boys, many weekends on their own to represent Bowdoin in all sailing events. It is the beginning of their spring season after department that the student body recognizes their achievements.

By Joe Baldwin

The varsity football team, being short-handed, was able to give a good account of itself. The game was played at a fast pace and both teams put up a good fight. It was apparent to all that the Polar Bears were going to do their best, and they did.

The first quarter: Ambrose, Turner, and Hall were the only ones who showed any promise.

The second quarter: Ambrose, Turner, and Hall scored a goal on the last play of the third quarter.

The third quarter: Ambrose, Turner, and Hall scored another goal on the last play of the third quarter.

The fourth quarter: Ambrose, Turner, and Hall scored a goal on the last play of the third quarter.

The game ended with the Polar Bears leading 13-7.

Veterans' Italian Kitchen

26 MILL STREET

Specializing in REAL ITALIAN FOODS

Largel Italian Specialities with Italian-Salami and Preserved-Cheese

Handmade-Pasta — All Kinds — Large and Small

Stuffed with Minced Pork, Beef, Vegetables, and Cheese
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Do You Think for Yourself? (THIS TEST WILL TELL YOU!)

Do you often do things for others, even though you see yourself in conflict? If yes, rate yourself as

Do you often talk about things you can't do anything about? If yes, rate yourself as

Do you maintain complete control if you feel disturbed by the slaps in a social gathering? If yes, rate yourself as

Do you enjoy being called upon as an authority to make decisions? If yes, rate yourself as

The Man Who Thinks for Himself

Knows...

ONLY VICEBOY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FUTURE...

A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE...

The main idea: Do you think about the fife cigarette you are smoking?... If yes... Rate yourself as

If your answer is "Yes,"... well, you're the kind of person who thinks for himself. You can rely on yourself... do not depend on the help of others... that's a man's job... a thinking man's job...

VICTORY SAYS: "THINKING MAN'S FUTURE..."

VICTORY'S FUTURE..."THINKING MAN'S FUTURE..."

VICTORY'S TASTE..."THINKING MAN'S TASTE..."
FIFTY HONORED AT EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL EXERCISES

Blanket Tax Appropriations Wait For Faculty Approval, Reserve Fund Subject To Cut

The Blanket Tax Committee has recommended appropriations for various projects for the coming year. The committee's recommendations, which include a substantial increase in the reserve fund, were discussed at a meeting last week. The faculty will vote on the recommendation at the monthly meeting on October 22.

Council Tables Most Of Agenda In Long Session

A student committee was established at Bowdoin College last week to address the student perspective on the university's policies. The committee will meet regularly to discuss issues and provide feedback to the administration.

Sen. Smith Defends Politics As Profession With Honor In Chapel Talk Last Monday

"I was sure that most of you have the sense of being a respectable person and of adhering to democratic principles," said Sen. Smith in his speech. "I believe that democracy is the only system of government that has ever existed."

Justice Williamson Exalts Law: Ray Babineau Explores Failure

"I am here today to express the importance of law and the role it plays in society," said Justice Williamson. "Law is a fundamental tool for the protection of our rights and the enforcement of our laws."

Critic Anastas Finds Bream's Concert Displayed 'Superb Skill' With 'Powerful Interpretive Sense' In Appealing Program

"Bream's performance was superb," said Critic Anastas. "His skill and interpretive sense were on full display, making for an appealing program."

Miller Wins Phileno Trophy

Williams Given Bowdoin Cup

"We do mean by 'The Rule of Law,'" said Williams. "We mean, I think, a system by which individuals are able to conduct their affairs freely and independently of the government."

Coxe Examines 'Sacred Cows' Of Civilization

"This is not a sacred cow," said Coxe. "This is a reality that we must face and address."

Coles Explains Education Act In Chapel Talk

"The Education Act of 1965 was a landmark piece of legislation," said Coles. "It has had a profound impact on the education system in this country."

Brault Reveals College Of Arms

"The College of Arms is a place where we honor our ancestors," said Brault. "It is a place of honor and pride for all of us."
Blanket Tax Revision

At the present time one-half of all fields collected from the students for support of their extra-curricular activities was used by the Athletic Department for the establishment of the new athletic fund by the Governing Boards of the College. It is believed that the original amount and value of this decision has lost its full meaning. Therefore, this is a Blanket Tax revision.

One may note with interest the fact that the Athletic Department is almost completely supported by the College through appropriations. A similar practice is not found elsewhere. The income from the Blanket Tax could and should be used by the College. It is a question of what the Blanket Tax can be used for, the College does not consider it necessary to have a Blanket Tax at all. The amount which the Athletic Department receives from the Blanket Tax is not an adequate amount to cover the cost of the Athletic programs. Therefore, a new Blanket Tax could and should be used by the College.

The fact remains that the Blanket Tax has not increased appreciably during the recent years. The cost of operations of an extra-curricular activity has increased, but has increased quite slowly. This extra money could have been used to improve the quality of the activity but also the quality of the extra-curricular programs.

Ownership of a Blanket Tax is present, present system of the Blanket Tax. Such a change in the relative balance between the Blanket Tax and the College would not be advantageous to either the Athletic Department or to the students in general. This change would result in at least two advantages to the present system.

First, the Athletic Department would not receive any share of the Blanket Tax, a sum which could be replaced by further appropriations from the Governing Boards of the College, thus allowing the governing boards to support the activities better than the Blanket Tax. This would consist of bringing direct support from the Governing Boards of the College. The result of this would be a genuine increase in the amount of money available to the Athletic Department.

The second advantage is that this new system would not be dependent on the College. It is the College that determines the amount of money available to the College. If the College is unable to provide enough money, this new system would not be affected. In this manner, the College would be given a great responsibility in determining the amount of money available to the College.

Careful examination of both of these proposals is warranted. The present system is not designed to benefit the needs of the student body today, not the student body of the day when the tax was passed.

Education

At the close of the last Congress a bill entitled The National Education Act was passed. This measure included several important points for education at a whole.

By making available over $100 million of dollars for graduate and post-graduate scholarships for qualified candidates throughout the United States, this Act affects a large portion of college students. Even Maine had some $2,000,000 in funds available to students. A secondary point of the Act is to provide $100 million for educational purposes.

Although teaching and learning of the study of foreign languages is greatly encouraged, the state is left. Section 102 prohibits any formal requirements for enrollment on foreign language courses and students receiving aid. Also the student is required to sign a loyalty oath with the State. It is a good point of the Act.

The Congress has traditionally left to local jurisdiction, but with the passage of this Act it has assumed a very responsible course of action. The type of the act can only be an expedient for education merely a blessing to those who are interested. It is the duty of the student to realize that education is beyond cost and must be above control. Ultimately, the cost of the education of himself and others, must realize that is paying for it himself and that he is willing to spend spend as much as he can on an overall system.
With the coming of the State Series, Bowdoin's hopes are shot up to new heights with the annual victory of last Saturday. The State Series brings with it a keen desire to knock off other teams in Maine, and Bowdoin is certainly built up with this desire. Other teams have better records than does Bowdoin, but such statistics are not so serious when the question of getting a team up for a game, Maine, Colby, and Bates have been under some sort of Polar Bear revival for the past few games, and the coaching staff will undoubtedly emphasize both ways to emerge victorious.

Speaking of wins, the name made by local Bowdoinites at the American games and especially the rally before the Williams game showed that the Polar Bears can work when they wish. Spirit of this type is a definite asset to any whose especially beneficial to the eleven men in the field.

Another mark of success was won by the freshman class. To date, the freshman football team has won its matches by lopsided scores. The Cabot county team is undefeated in seven games, and the Freshman team won in their first match last Friday. A good contest might possibly be a state series among the various freshman teams in the state. This would give the Polar Bears a chance to show their competence to the other varsity teams.

Even more fighting spirit is shown by blindback Jack Condon, quarterback Jack Condon, and tackle Dan Colby they are all named Captains in the state in rushing, passing, and punting. Condon must be given to the winning Bear team as they showed great fight to bolster the powerful Williams in their game to make them state leaders in the margin White. The twenty-eight points scored were the most scored by Bowdoin Football teams in the first half since the synchronization. Twenty-eight points will probably assure a State Series victory. Let's hope it does.

The Bowdoin Polar Bears directed their 44 to 0 victory in the state's match of the season in the American games over the Colby College Football team. The Scots were the only team to meet the Polar Bears this year, and their long history made it a matter of pride for the Polar Bears to win. The game was played in front of an enthusiastic crowd, who gave the Polar Bears a rousing cheer throughout the game. The score was 44 to 0 at the end of the first half, and the Polar Bears continued to add to their lead in the second half, eventually winning by a score of 44 to 0.

The Polar Bears were led by their star running back, who accounted for the majority of the team's points. He was able to run the ball at will, and his speed and agility were a major factor in the team's victory. The Colby team tried to stop him, but they were unable to do so, and he was able to score four touchdowns in the game. The Polar Bears also had a strong defense, which held the Colby team to only a few points.

In other news, the Bowdoin College Men's Basketball team won their game against the Colby College team with a score of 75 to 50. The Polar Bears were led by their star forward, who scored 20 points in the game. The Colby team was unable to keep up with the Polar Bears, and they were eventually defeated by a score of 75 to 50.
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Colby’s Bixler Upset
By Wet Campus Idea

Drinking Rules Before Trustees

President Bixler of Colby College, who has recently been approached regarding the possibility of having drinking rules before trustees, has not approved the idea.

He said that he is not in favor of such a proposal, which would mean that the college would have to withdraw from the Association of Independent Colleges, an organization which it is a member.

Bixler feels that if the college were to withdraw from the Association, it would be very difficult for the college to maintain its position as an independent institution.

Prof. Walker
Assesses Life
Of Roosevelt

The lesson of President Roosevelt’s life, according to Prof. Walker, can be summed up in the words of one of his famous statements: "If you want to make a man happy, give him a mountain to climb."

Walker feels that this statement applies to President Roosevelt’s life as well, since he was always striving to overcome difficulties and obstacles.

Jenkins Stars
In Arena Show
At Homecoming

"Jenkins will star in the arena show at Homecoming," said one of the professors. "He is an excellent athlete and has a great deal of experience in this type of work."}

Faculty Fears
Federal Control

Professors Find Pressing Need
For Continued Scholarship Aid

The Office of the Dean of Students has been closely watching the situation in the United States over the past few years, according to one of the professors. He said that he is very concerned about the possibility of federal control over the college.

The professor feels that if the college were to be controlled by the government, it would be very difficult for the college to maintain its present position.

Chapel Speaker
Warms Success
Entails Ideals

When he was asked about his views on the success of the college, the speaker replied, "I think that success entails ideals." He went on to say that the college must maintain its ideals in order to be successful.

New Pamphlet
Studies Local
Town Meeting

The Town Meeting of the local town is being studied by a group of students, according to the speaker. They are trying to find out how the meeting is conducted and what its main objectives are.

The speaker said that he believes that the meeting is very important, and that it should be studied in detail.
the week's answer, it is the turning point of the student's career, marked by an increase in self-confidence, and capped by the personal transformation that comes with the transition to a new institution.

Charles W. Hawthorne

Jon M. Smith

The Watchful Poker Chip

By Peter Wood

Old Dope Peddler

By Charlie Parrott

Report On Education

The editors of this paper write:

Last Monday, by a vote of seven to six, the Student Council passed the bill to establish a new social club, the Watchful Poker Chip. The club will be open to members of the Freshman class and will have a weekly budget of $50.

The club's purpose is to provide a social outlet for members of the freshman class who are interested in poker games. The club will be run by a board of directors consisting of three members from each of the four freshman houses.

The club will hold its first meeting on Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in the Linsley-Wortman room. All freshmen are welcome to attend.

Salarie

Salaries have been an issue in the past few weeks, particularly after the discovery of a $50 per year charge for club activities.

The issue has caused concern among some students, who argue that the charge is unfair and unreasonable. However, others believe that the charge is necessary to cover the costs of running the club.

The club management has promised to address the concerns of the students and to work towards finding a solution that is fair and reasonable.

Compulsory Chapel

The College has recently introduced a new policy requiring all students to attend compulsory chapel services. The policy has been met with mixed reactions from students.

Some students have expressed concern about the infringement on their personal freedom, while others believe that the policy is necessary to promote a sense of community and shared values.

The College administration has defended the policy, stating that it is intended to strengthen the spiritual and moral foundation of the College community.

Student Accounts

The College has launched a new program to streamline the process of paying student accounts. The program, called PayEasy, allows students to pay their bills online through a secure and easy-to-use platform.

The program is expected to reduce the time and effort required for students to pay their bills, as well as to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the process.

The College hopes that PayEasy will be well-received by students and will continue to evaluate and improve the program as necessary.
Colby Shows Strength Over Bears
As Hawkes, Seavey Score Tallies

By Frank Coleman

A new era opened for a quartet of football players at Colby College yesterday by the score of 44-12 at the hands of Union College Saturday afternoon. The Colby quartet of White, Hawkes, Seavey and Finlayson were instrumental in the win.

Quarterback White passed to Hawkes for a first quarter touchdown and the Colby Offense and Defense dominated the first half of the game. The Bears scored on a 66-yard pass from Dave Condon to Plourde, but Colby's defense held in the second half as Hawkes, Seavey and Finlayson scored three touchdowns.

White passed to Hawkes for the second touchdown of the game, and Seavey scored twice on runs of 4 and 3 yards. Finlayson scored on a 66-yard pass from White.

The Colby defense was led by center Hawkes, who stopped the Union offense twice. Colby's defense was led by the trio of Finlayson, Hawkes and Seavey, who combined for nine tackles.

The visitors were held to 28 yards rushing and 105 total yards of offense.

Colby'sdefense was led by center Hawkes, who stopped the Union offense twice. Colby's defense was led by the trio of Finlayson, Hawkes and Seavey, who combined for nine tackles.
Casco Bay Country Store

Bowdoin Men are cordially invited to come in and see our new men's shop, primarily created for the college students and faculty.

The latest and smartest in unusual sport clothes and accessories.

Jackets custom made with your selection of imported fabrics.

See our new collection of fine men's wear while you enjoy a cup of coffee.
Alumni Dance, Meddies, Snow To Add Flavor

As is the past the traditional Alumni Dance and Meddies will be the high point of the weekend. The Alumni Dance will be held Friday evening in the Student Union. Both Meddies and Bob Peeters, both held scenes to conclude the evening, will make the weekend complete as the events will provide entertainment for all.

The Alumni Dance will be on Friday evening at 8:00 PM. The event is open to all alumni and students.

Devotion, Value Of Association Cited By Coach

Alan White, Coach of Football, was quoted as saying, "Devotion, Value Of Association."

The Alliance photo shows Jack Compa, corner of the Army, leading them in the grip of the Rodeo Indians toAddresses, with Charley Price, number 21, looks on.

Given, Jr., CBS Commentator, To Give First Council Lecture At Pickard On December 2

Mr. Paul Novak, Jr., has formally announced that he would like to give the first of the annual lectures this year. Mr. White, a former football player and now a successful coach, has been invited to give the lecture on December 2 at 8:00 PM in the Student Union.

Vincent Here To Lecture On East Policies

Vincent showed off his lectureship on the East Policies, and may be seen tonight in the Student Union.

Storer Awarded With Fulbright Leaves In June

Professor John A. Storer had been awarded the Fulbright Leaves, and will be leaving for the United States in June.

Nine Selected To Deliver Orations

The students have been selected to deliver orations, and will be given the opportunity to express their thoughts.

Expectations Of Bobcats Overruled

On a sleepless night the Bobcats, as usual, were ignored by the citizens.

The Honor Council was met to discuss the matter, and their conclusion was that the expectations of the Bobcats were overruled.

Skating Stars Present Arena Entertainment

Marshall Green and Dudley Keith, the two top skaters, will be seen in the Arena on Sunday. The students have requested that they be given the opportunity to show their skills.

Distinguished Banker Clark Dies, College Treasurer

Mr. Clark, who has been a prominent figure in the financial world, passed away on Friday evening.

The board of trustees has appointed Mr. Smith to fill the position.

The Board of Trustees has appointed Mr. Smith to fill the position.

President Dr. J. A. Sammis has been appointed as the new treasurer of the college.
Welcome

It is always refreshing to meet the Alumni and renew traditions and acquaintances at this time of year. This convention, the College has endeavored to play the customary role in facilitating the nostalgia of the occasion. The "transition" of the tradition is truly one of the feast and not of the small college. Therefore for both the undergraduates and the Alumni, a program must be carefully planned in order to celebrate the weekend in "good clothes."

Greatest Needs

In the President's report on the financial needs of the College, in addition to the annual deficit for faculty salaries and the lack of a dynamic life, the student's need for immediate assistance due to the lack of adequate facilities must be put together for student living expenses outside the college and for a decrease in time available for classroom preparation. The college, in a position to influence these situations, both by gifts and through statements made in the Alumni Fund.

The need in the library is not only one of additional room. This need is necessary in a very short time that has before been a matter of actual physical facilities should be cleared up. Should any alumnae have the desire to free the halls of bookshelves, they may take a trip to the Alumnae House which is at present in a dilapidated condition. Or he might open the doors to the library, and give the books to the only collecting in the world and present something falling apart. He might also inquire into what steps are being taken to improve the facility available for student papers.

If he is interested in modern English literature, he should examine the benefactors' collection at the Library which is only recently being brought up to date. Every visitor to the college this past summer, through our Boston staff, felt compelled to be $100 to furnish the present and potential requirements. This library, in a position to influence these situations, both by gifts and through statements made in the Alumni Fund.

Hooten Finds Us Lacking in Deep Thoughts

Four Winds Gift Shop

Gifts Of Distinction

Town Bowling
Dial PA 8-5551

Brunswick Coal and Lumber Co.
FUEL OILS AND BUILDING SUPPLIES
Spring Street
Dial PA 8-5341

Lucy's Market

Service Tailored To Your Needs

"Try us at Page and Union"

The Stowe House

Honeymoon Suite
Motel Tower-top

Georges Steak House

Dial PA 4-2357

Red Devil Service for Cars
General Repair Work

STUDENT WELCOME

We welcome to the Campus the following students from Montgomery, Alabama, and throughout the state, all of whom are in good standing with the University.

M. A. McCauley
M. S. N. McCauley

The Old Dope Peddler

From Father

The Watchful Poker Chip

From Mother

"The New Bean's Diner"
Funeral Of Mathematics, Peanut Drunk, Turkey Supper, Nightshirt Parade, Comprise Former Undergraduate Extra-Curricular Activities

While touring through our campus, you will experience the excitement and joy of the campus life. The traditional parade will feature the annual Peanut Drunk, which is a highlight of the event. The Nightshirt Parade will also take place, showcasing the students' creativity and sense of humor.

Twenty - Three Schools Enter Debate Trials

A record number of schools will take part in the Twenty - Three Schools Debate Trials. This annual event is a significant part of our academic calendar and provides a platform for students to showcase their debating skills.

The Princes Frederic and the Prince of Orange present the annual debate trials, which are open to all incoming students. The trials are designed to help students improve their critical thinking and communication skills.

Student Patronage Solicited

The First National Bank of Brunswick, Maine, is seeking student patronage. The bank is committed to supporting our students and offers various banking services, including checking accounts and savings options.

Alumni And Friends Of Bowdoin Subscribe Now To The Orient

Four dollars will bring the ORIENT to your door every week with complete coverage of all college events and campus opinions. To add your name to the large number of alumni, friends, and parents who already are regular subscribers just mail the form below to: The Bowdoin Publishing Company, Moore Hall, Brunswick, Maine; or present it to the ORIENT representative this weekend in the foyer of the Masonic Union.

Welcome Back Alumni And Friends

Gillman Music Co., Inc.

Herb Gillman, Proprietor

Bowdoin Alumni Bass Outdoor Footwear

The Wayside Shoe

U. S. No. 1, Hillsdale

Kancamagus and Forest Road

(Via and Bertin Lane)

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE ROB LEMIEUX, DRE, 93

SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP

144 Main Street

DIAL PA 2672

FILMS - Flashbulbs - Accessories

Contemporary Cards by Holmack

All Real e:echs and Junior size interoduced to Kodak Co. for presentation. Answorcards prodeduce by Anosp locally.

BAND BOX CLEANERS

ELECTRONIC DRY CLEANING

A Pleasant Service

One Day Service - Dry Cleaning

Free Pick-up and Delivery

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
Walsh Zenith

History Of A Master Player

In an attempt to give proper credit to the record-breaking Master Walsh, his devotion to the game of football is evident in the following stories and photographs.

Walsh has been a key player in the success of the Bowdoin College football team for many years. His outstanding performance on the field has earned him the respect and admiration of his teammates and opponents alike.

The following photos and stories highlight Walsh's career and his contributions to the team.

In the beginning...

The Polar Bear was ready...

Brought the crowds...

The epoch gathered around...

A typical Brewers-keeling season photo shows Walsh in action. His presence on the field was a significant factor in the team's success.

Walsh Became Invaluable To College Town

By Walter Ash

On Walsh's last visit to his alma mater, it was clear that his influence on the team and the community was immeasurable. The former coach and player, who had returned to Bowdoin for a visit, spoke about his love for the school and the sport of football.

The attendance at the event was so high that the stadium had to be expanded to accommodate the crowd. The excitement was palpable as Walsh reminisced about his years as a student-athlete and his role in the team's success.

The former coach and player took the time to speak to the students and athletes, sharing his thoughts on the importance of teamwork and dedication.

The event was a fitting tribute to Walsh's contributions to the school and the sport of football.
Casco Bay Country Store

Bowedin. Men are cordially invited to come in and see our latest Winchell, shop, primarily created for the college students and faculty.

The latest and smartest in unusual sport clothes and accessories. Also Gifts of Distinction.

Jackets custom made with your selection of imported fabric.

See our strawberies hand woven while you enjoy a cup of coffee.
ADAM, NINE SENIORS Polar Bears Scrap Way To Tie Bates 14-14 As Hawkes Shines

Cub Booters Go Undefeated, Wallop Kents Hill, U-Maine

By Fred Mee

The nine seniors on the Bates football team were recognized by having their names printed in the Daily Universe Thursday morning. "The three-year varsity men," the newspaper said, "are expected to give a smooth performance against the Williams College team." The team was undefeated this season.

On a cold, grey Wednesday of November, the Bates team was seen in a practice session. The players were dressed in their usual black and white uniforms, and the field was covered with leaves. The air was crisp, and the players' voices echoed through the stadium.

Varsity Kickster Seek First Win At Pickard, 10:30 A.M.

Last Friday the Varsity soccer team traveled to Bates when the weather was favorable and the game was played.

The White Outlawed

After some initial struggles, the White Outlawed finally defeated the Bates team with a final score of 8-0.

The White Outlawed had little trouble against the Bates team, as the White Outlawed was playing its second game of the season and the Bates team was playing its first game.

The White Outlawed's defense was solid and their offense was strong, leading to their victory.

In the final minutes of the game, the White Outlawed's captain scored the winning goal, making the final score 8-0.

The Bates team had a few chances but were unable to convert them into goals.

It was a disappointing loss for the Bates team, but they are focusing on getting back to their winning ways in their next game.

Interfraternity Results

More accurate results of the recent interfraternity contests were published in the Daily Universe today. The Interfraternity Council has been working hard to ensure fair and competitive events for its members.

The results show a strong showing from the various fraternities, with each group displaying their unique talents and skills.

Maine Invades Whittier Sat.

On Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at the home of the Maine College of Art, the Whittier College football team will face off against the Maine Invaders. This will be a crucial game for both teams as they aim to secure their positions in the upcoming conference.

The Maine Invaders have been in a stellar form, scoring goals consistently throughout the season. Their defense has been solid, preventing their opponents from scoring.

On the other hand, Whittier College has been struggling, with their offense failing to deliver the desired results. However, their defense has been commendable, allowing them to hold on to their games despite the challenges.

This game promises to be a thrilling encounter, with both teams putting in their best efforts to emerge victorious.

Maine Wins at Harvard Whittier Sat.

On Saturday at 8:00 p.m. at Harvard University, the Maine Invaders will face off against the Harvard Whittier. This will be a high-stakes game as the teams aim to secure their positions in the league.

The Maine Invaders have been in a strong form, with their defense holding firm and their offense scoring consistently.

Harvard Whittier, on the other hand, has been struggling, with their defense allowing their opponents to score easily. However, their offense has been a bright spot, keeping the team in the game.

This game promises to be a challenging encounter, with both teams putting in their best efforts to emerge victorious.

Polar Bear Gridiron End 1958 Season By Tying Andover 14-14

By Paul Macchi

The Polar Bear Gridiron ended its 1958 season with a 14-14 tie against Andover on Saturday. The game was a back-and-forth battle, with both teams scoring points in the initial periods.

In the second half, Andover took the lead, but the Polar Bears fought back to tie the game once again. The final score of 14-14 was a testament to the determination and skill of both teams.

The Polar Bear Gridiron has been a strong team this season, and their performance against Andover was a fitting end to their campaign. They have earned the respect of their opponents and the admiration of their fans.

The Polar Bear Gridiron will now look forward to the upcoming season, with a renewed sense of confidence and a strong resolve to improve further.

END OF PLAY—The Maine Invaders lead the Harvard Whittier 12-12 after the first quarter. The Maine Invaders will face off against the Harvard Whittier in the second quarter. The Maine Invaders will face off against the Harvard Whittier in the second quarter.
Sunshine, Victory, Defeat, Gatherings Highlight Weekend

The weekend was highlighted by several events that captured the attention of the campus community. The weather was sunny and bright, providing a pleasant backdrop for various activities. In the morning, a victory celebration was held to mark the recent triumphs, which included a series of athletic events and a few cultural gatherings. The mood was festive, with music, food, and decorations adding to the celebratory atmosphere.

Dean Clarifies College Position Toward Honesty

Dean Kendrick stated that the college would continue to be committed to maintaining the highest standards of honesty and integrity. He emphasized the importance of transparency and accountability in all dealings. Kendrick's message was well-received, as it resonated with the values of the student body and faculty alike.

Tilly Presented Songbook: Croft, Whittelsey Authors

Tilly, a long-time member of the music department, presented a unique songbook that featured works by two notable composers, Croft and Whittelsey. The event was attended by a diverse group of faculty members and students, who were all impressed by the quality and creativity of the compositions. The songbook was well-received, and it was hoped that it would inspire new generations of musicians.

'Runstreet' To Open Tomorrow Night

Derwent Starts Institutes Lectures, Curtis Strings Play Beethoven Monday

Season's First Play Directed by Calder

The season's first play, directed by Calder, was well-received by both faculty and students. The play was a modern adaptation of a classic work, and it was performed with great skill and passion. The audience was captivated by the performance, and there was much praise for the actors' abilities.

Swami Outlines Mystic Paths To Find God

Vincent Proposes UN Committee On Quemoy Issue

The Swami outlined a series of mystical paths that could lead to a deeper understanding of the divine. Vincent proposed the formation of a UN committee to address the issue of Quemoy. These ideas were met with mixed reactions, as some were excited by the possibility of new insights, while others were skeptical of the feasibility of such a committee.

Coles Praises Clark Record In Chapel Talk

On Tuesday morning, November 10th, Clark made a significant announcement regarding the recent success of the chapel. He praised the students and faculty for their dedication and hard work, which had led to this accomplishment. The audience was of one mind in their appreciation of Clark's words.

Walsh Wishes College Best In Athletics

"I don't blame the students for being concerned about the recent victories. I'll be among them if they have a case to make," said Walsh. He expressed his support for the athletes and their efforts, and he encouraged them to continue their success.

Spriggs Finds 'Democratic Groundswell' Result Of Tradition, Racism, Farm Bill, Vetoes

For Kent Spriggs:

The office of the general assembly and the legislative process are characterized by a democratic groundswell. The recent success of the college and the community is a result of the hard work and dedication of the students and faculty. The success of the recent events is a testament to the strength and resilience of the community.

Speake Notes Veterans' Day Solemnity

The annual Veterans Day ceremony was attended by a large crowd of faculty and students. The speeches were moving and deeply respectful, with tributes paid to all those who had served. The events were well-received, and it was a day of reflection and gratitude.

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)
Open Door

Open Door

Came the last evening of the spring semester, and the students were gathering in the student union. The atmosphere was electric, and the excitement was palpable. The students were eager to share their ideas and experiences with each other.

The College hosted a variety of events throughout the semester, including lectures, workshops, and social gatherings. These events allowed students to connect with each other and to engage with the community.

We have a tradition of welcoming new students to the college, and this year was no exception. The new students were eager to explore the college and to get to know their fellow students.

As the semester comes to an end, we look forward to the new opportunities that the next semester will bring.

Campus News

The Campus News Committee has been planning many exciting events for the next semester. We will be hosting lectures, workshops, and social gatherings to engage the student body.

We are looking forward to the new opportunities that the next semester will bring.

Puff by puff

Less tars & More taste

DONT SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!

Change to 1M* and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's 1M* combines these two essentials of modern smoking enjoyment—less tars and more taste—in one great cigarette.
Polar Bearings

Friday afternoon, two men in their mowing clothes as the Polar Bears started their final game of work at Whitefield Field. For the first time, the White saw the college playing from the place spot which has been held down this week by thetyping

1st Cline's famous Tenth Maine and Free Enterprise club.

Because standing once Rich Hall was unable to attend practice, the score was left with only one element, so Adam Bissell in. From all available reports, it did an admirable job keeping up with his youthful players even though his wind wasn't quite what it was.

Promotion

Just before the championship game was won, Captain Gene Waters presented Adam with a football which was autographed by every member of the squad. Gene had told the officials from Bates into running over to him the football used in the 14-14 draw.

"You're the one who deserves and should have it,"

However, Gene then added another feature, which was a football. The boys want you to have it, Adam. And they want me to assure that you are going to give us everything we have against Maine. And if we turn the trick and win, it will be a victory for you.

Here was an example of the spirit which both Gene and the entire squad have shown throughout the season, as well as the feeling which all the boys who have ever played for Adam had for him. No four tributes could have been paid to the man who has directed over twenty years at Bowdoin football.

Football Annual Award

The Bowdoin Annual Council cited Coach Walsh at the meeting Saturday with the following resolution:

We, the members of the Bowdoin football team, extend our congratulations to Coach Walsh. For all you have done to bring credit to our college.

During your years as a college coach, you have created the climate of football lives in students' hearts. Your consistent guidance of the Football League coach of the year, you came back to Bowdoin.

Through your tact, enjoyment, and inspiration, you created an atmosphere which encouraged the boys to value the college's association with you, far too few to let it pass unnoticed. Therefore, the college marks it with this token of appreciation. While the coach's respect and esteem.

The coach in question was the 8,000 fans who were responsible for our heroism to the boys from all Maine colleges who did not return from World War II by having their hands in one minute of the game.

This resolution is symptomatic of the type of man Adam Walsh is. You always directed to the boys who played under you against him.

SIGMA NUS WIN FINALS

OVER KAPPA SIGS 39-13

November 4

By Joe Holmes
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Polar Bears

Vermont Racks Perfect Score
Over Runners

Varsity Kickers Stage Late Rally
To Take Bates 21-14

On Homecoming Day the winds had blown hard and thoroughly before a vast audience at Alumni Field. The University of Vermont Varsity Kickers, of the nation's finest college football teams, scored a perfect game against Bates College to take the day's title by the score of 21-14. A 14-point lead late in the third quarter is the only time Vermont had lead in the game, making it doubly important for Vermont to stop the Bates winning streak.

In the final minutes of the game, Vermont managed to stop Bates before the score had risen any higher. The Varsity Kickers were able to keep the ball for the entire third quarter, and by the time the fourth quarter began, the Vermont team was in the lead. Unfortunately, Bates managed to hold their ground and the final score was 21-14.

Powerful Maine Runs Over Bears
As 8,000 Fans Take In Contest

By George Beringer

Last Saturday, Maine's football team unleashed a powerful rainstorm on the Bears, taking the game 17-0. The game, characterized by its speed, and physicality, was a perfect example of the spirit that has been driving Maine football throughout the season.

Maine's first touchdown came in the first quarter when they intercepted a pass and raced up the field for a touchdown. The second touchdown came in the second quarter when they ran for a touchdown from a short distance. The third touchdown came in the third quarter when they completed a long pass for a touchdown.

The game was a great display of the Maine team's ability to play fast and physical football. The Bears were unable to keep up with the strength and speed of the Maine team, and were ultimately defeated by a score of 17-0.

SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP

146 Main Street
Dial PA 5-2672

Films — Flashbulbs — Accessories

Contemporary Cars at Halbrook

All Knechtle's and Knechtle's stores in Bowdoin Co. for

Annedors processed by Anndors locally.

Do You Think for Yourself? (THESE QUESTIONS WILL TELL YOU!)

1. Do you feel you are "off the beaten track" on a trip (A) knowing and constructive, or (B) merely undirected?

2. In a heated discussion would you rather be (A) the "innocent" or (B) the "aggrieved"?

3. Before making a complex decision, do you stand in the habitual role of either (A) the task or (B) the advice of a reasonable friend?

4. Do you plan in (A) or figure out ahead of time (B) you are going to do it some time later?

5. Would you like to have a job in a company that is (A) honest and efficient, or (B) a quack that is dishonest and inefficient?

6. Would you rather be known as a person who (A) would with you rather be known as a person who (B) has a lot of money and responsibility in mind?

7. When you step up to a cigarette machine in a store, do you stop to pay for the (A) foreign and all, or (B) not even notice?

8. Would you rather be known as a person who (A) would with you rather be known as a person who (B) has a lot of money and responsibility in mind?

You will notice that men and women who think for themselves usually choose to be尼克・格雷厄姆。因为他们能洞察到我们的生活，他们知道我们是什么样的人。我们把他们叫做"知道的人"。我们把他们叫做"知道的人"。我们把他们叫做"知道的人"。
Barbour Finds Lighting Cast "Near Perfect"

By Floyd Barbour

ERTY RUFFIN, ALABAMA—A rare collection of pictures, documents and letters from the life of Thomas Jefferson were on display here in the library of the University of Alabama which houses one of the country's largest collections of rare items related to Jefferson. The exhibit, which is open to the public, will remain on display for the next several months.

Class Of 1960 To Elect Officers

Student Council representatives have been chosen for the College of Business Administration, the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Engineering, and the College of Education. The representatives were chosen by a random drawing of ballots from the student body.

Gould Discusses Recent Africa Charitable Aims Tour Topic Of Of Campus Chest Chapel Speech

Dr. Ronald P. bridge spoke on "Africa's Charitable Aims" in the College Chapel on Thursday afternoon. He discussed the role of missionaries in Africa and the work of the African Missionary Society.

Smith Explains Situation, Plans Of Station

Mr. Smith, who is the director of the station, explained the situation and plans for the station. He said that the station will be expanded and that new equipment will be purchased.

Holmes Study Makes Study Of Trisector

In this article, Holmes will study the problem of trisecting an angle. He will use the method of drawing a circle with a radius equal to the side of the triangle, and then construct a line from the center of the circle to the vertex of the angle.

Lindsay Gives Second Talk Thursday

On November 20 Mr. Lindsay will give a second talk on "The American Spirit." He will discuss the role of the American Spirit in shaping the country's history.

Speech Spiced By Memories Of Stage

Last month Mr. Lindsay was the featured speaker at the annual meeting of the Drama Society. He spoke on "The Importance of the Stage." He said that the stage is where the magic happens, and that without the stage, the performance would lose its impact.
Space and Values

In a chapel talk last week, Provost James mention inclines briefly the irony involved in the student and tenant worker found Paul Paul Paul Jones was being audacious and clever since he was supposed to be in the Revolution. But it also seems the progressive existence provide little for the innocent man of war, and he subsequently went to the American army to deal as vigorously for that nation as he had for the United States.

This attitude has a wealth of implication. For one thing, there is a tendency in all of us to connect the ability to combat successful battle with that of establishing an effective peace. There is no such necessary confusion. Value during wartime and mortality ability in general often indicates a personality totally unlike that of mature leadership outside the situation. While a certain intense approach, a romantic impetuosity, these are elements that make a man a successful general, it can make a woeful administrator. The means of action, as we are learning, is just as important as the action itself. If we are able to think more clearly, we shall be able to think about the qualities of those who understand our plans. There are certain clear-cut points about this which all educators will agree is a moral duty. It makes it clear that those who understand the plans for establishing a moral society will acknowledge the qualities of those who have a clear cut plan.

Social Rules

There is a proposal before the student council which, if passed, will allow dance parties in the fraternity houses from one to an after midnight on Sundays. By backing this proposal the student body seems to be taking a more mature outlook on college life, and wishes to be given more responsibility to handle a task done extremely well by them last. One only has to see the recent activities of different clubs and the movement by the new orientation rules, and the cooperation with the social rules in illustrating the student's willingness to receive more responsibility and ability. The proposal is another step towards this student movement.

We feel this particular proposal is good for a few reasons. First of all, by the student council, the campus is overwhelmingly in favor of such a change. If the student group can show willingness to assume this responsibility, they feel they should be given it. Second, it has done a proposal for some house. Because democrats are not open to female guests, and because the informal Maine weather, there is usually no chance to take a dance on Sunday. In some cases this leads to overexertion and inaction, both will be alleviated by the proposal. Third, the student parties are generally fervently cooperated. However, when groups are forced to supplement one into two or three nights, they might do better. With the date options in the studies, the parties are less likely to occur. Lastly this proposal appeals to be of cause of its simplicity and straightforwardness. There can be no misunderstanding.

The Watchful Poker Chip

By Frank Parker

The first match of the season was held in the gymnasium. The quality of the players was such that the first players of the season were matched up with the second players of the last season. The rules were simple: the winner of the match played against the loser of the last match, with the loser of the first match playing against the winner of the last match. The winner of the first match was then matched against the winner of the last match, and so on. The first match was held on a Monday night, and the second match was scheduled for a Tuesday night.

Tilty Thankful

For New Book

With a proper amount of gratitude, some thoughtful words, and an efficient trigger, we are happy to present to you the new book "Tilty Thankful." A work of art, it is a masterpiece of literature, covering all the known facts and figures in the field. It is an absolute must-read for anyone interested in this topic.

The Old Dope Peddler

By Tom Thumb

The old peddler was known for his unique and fascinating approach to selling his wares. He would travel from village to village, offering his goods at a reasonable price. His peddler cart was equipped with all the latest technologies, including a television set and a radio. The old peddler would engage in conversation with the villagers, offering them a deal that they couldn't resist. He would tell stories about the wonders of his products, and how they could improve their lives. The old peddler was a master at his craft, and his wares were always in high demand.
Polar Bears

by Mickey Conduit

This column is to be dedicated to the full season. We thank you for your patience for the bygone season.

Football

Although the football season saw no setbacks, a lot of good play was played here and there. Much of the play was given by eight teams who have competed in their last years of Bowdoin football. Their mistakes are notable but were not as bad as they went through this season with one victory and no losses. The captains, one of the most famous and driving players to win a Bowdoin uniform, deserve a special mention for their achievements. The day comes when we give up the field. The captain, in every respect, is the one who should be congratulated for his spiritual play. Other sections deserve more than a little credit for the Bowdoin campus in mid-July. A destination for every respect, he is to be congratulated for his spiritual play. Other sections deserve more than a little credit for making a winning team. Seasoned veterans as Bob Hawke, Dan Prince, Jack Condon, Joe Carter, Gerry Haviland, and Jack Cummings, along with the season come from Bert Northam and Terry Stuken, will return next year to be challenged by some good men from this year's edition of the Peter Pan football.

An interesting note is that the state's leading yardage gainer on passing, Peter Green, quarterback Jack Condon, had a net yardage of thirty-nine yards less than the nation's leader in that field, Hanneford of Arizona, who had a total of 653 yards gained in eight games. Condon passed for 448 yards in seven games.

The second highest in the nation, according to Sports Illustrated, was Hanneford of St. Mary's with 745 yards in seven games. Just think of all the Colby schools that were dropped, too. Congrats to Condon, who made our second All-Maine team.

Another fall sport deserving recognition is cross country. Again not falling as far as the results from the last several years, the fall season will be a decided asset next fall. The only graduating member of the varsity is Capt. Terri McGovern, who, if not defeated by his own merit, will be definitely missed by the hardwood in the next campaign. The members of the varsity will return next fall along with seven or eight sophomores who will fall but only meet.

Soccer

The best fall sport is undoubtedly soccer. It is more than the nation. The first season in Bowdoin's history was clinched by a 2-1 over Johns Hopkins. The interest for soccer is high among Bowdoin students. The varsity will leave the last two members of the freshman, one of whom will win a varsity position.

Two Games Per Week

Last week I read in the Bangor Daily News that Bates coach of football, Bob Hawke, thought it a good idea for Maine college football. To play two games per week. If the game is there, this setup would give even more chance to play, and would cut down the season to five games, but it would really attract more men, so the Bates coach seems to think.
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Hawkes, Sheehan, Downes Elected To Junior Class Offices
"Swede" Nelson Speaks At Walsh's Final Football Banquet

Famed Speaker Lauds Adam's Past Career
Walsh Cities Need For Football In Future

ORIENT Reveals Need For Greater Financial Support

"Swede" Nelson Speaks At Walsh's Final Football Banquet

Gamers Win Vermont Tournay, Schreter In First At Tufts

Morgan, O'Neal Attend Confab On U.S. Policy

Musical Plays Scheduled For Summer Theatre

NOTICE

On December 11 at 8:00 J. M. G. Le Clezio, translator of Marcel Proust, will address the students of the Institute of Holy Cross in his homonymous hall, Le Clezio's lecture will be on the theme of "The Influence of French and American Culture on the Development of Proust's Novel."
Manners

First impressions are lasting impressions. They may not be fair, accurate, or just, but they stick. At two concerts last weekend, one of us had a chance to observe the principle in action.

He was shocked by the antics of certain members of the college. He saw prominent faculty members of our own college and a reputed New England women's college—both traditionally fraternities who behaved like undergraduates, pickled—high-society-whiners. He saw men who were trying to sound as if they were dealing with nerdcly clumsy relations. Relations between the two colleges fell short of what they might have been.

Our manners, or the lack of them, speak about us, whether we like it or not. Thankfully, we had our reasons for being disgusted. The opportunity for socializing with external audiences, from women colleges that Bowdoin is accustomed to be conspicuous by their absence. The girls were not aware of all the fast fist by the real word "Bowdoin." We were surprised, and perhaps a little disturbed about it.

But let's talk in possibility. In anything one does, being courteous makes one feel good. It makes people feel good if they feel you have done the talking for them. It gives as if you're anything for your homely membership in any given group. It would be ideal for us to use the word "mores". No one who thinks of the world in the direction of all three-hundred states. It is unfortunate, but Bowdoin is going to be judged by a lot of people on the basis of what they have seen of society manners. Let's get wise to ourselves. We're hurt by the facts we can't change. We are.

If you can be a "hot ticket" and carry it off, more power to you. But if you can't, don't make an idol of yourself. A lot of us are being judged by the standards you display.

Proposed Social Changes Voted Down By Council

In the November 24 weekly news, December 1 and 2. The council meets weekly, and the council is given a chance to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

In the fall of 1966, the council decided to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

The council voted to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

The council voted to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

The council voted to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

The council voted to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

The council voted to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

The council voted to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

The council voted to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.

The council voted to change the social council. They took action to make changes and to work on the social problems of the student body. The council is a part of the college's administration and is in charge of the social affairs of the college.
Friedrich Discusses Probability Of Inevitable Peace In Union Talk

Uses Six Pillars Of Western Thought To Prove Thesis

"Inevitable Peace" — By philosopher Dr. Carl I. Fridrich at New

Orchard Hill, Friday afternoon last week, Dr. Fridrich outlined six

pillars by which he concluded that peace is inevitable.

"The six pillars are: 1. Human reason. 2. Justice. 3. The interna-

"These pillars support the idea of peace. Peace is a logical result of

human thought and action. It is the outcome of justice, the

foundation of international order, the protection of law, the

advancement of science, and the progress of economic develop-

ment," Dr. Fridrich said.

In his talk, Dr. Fridrich referred to the

U.S. and the U.S.S.R., which he described as the two great

forces in the world today. He pointed out that the two powers

must cooperate if peace is to be achieved.

"The U.S. and U.S.S.R. are

bound to work together for peace," Dr. Fridrich said.

"They must

act as a team."
Cagers Defeat Rutgers, Lose Two Contests

The Bowdoin basketball team moved into the second round of the NCAA tournament and will face Holt College of St. Joseph in St. Joseph, Mo., on Tuesday.

The Bears were victors over the Rutgers Scarlet Knights, 63-49, in the first game of the second round.

The Bears were the first team to win a game in the NCAA tournament, defeating the Scarlet Knights, 79-67, in the first round.

Captain Larry Wilkins is shown in top form as he shoots over the second hurdle on his way to victory in the 40-yard hurdle race in the annual Invitational Meet held on December 15.

Bowdoin Takes MIT Pucksters For First Win

Bowdoin hockey team scored with 4:55 remaining in the first period to defeat MIT 6-5 yesterday afternoon. The Bears scored on their first shot on the door and went on to build a 4-1 lead after two periods.

White Crushed By Lord Jeffs In 66-46 Win

Amherst forced a sudden comeback with 11:30 remaining in the game to win the game, 66-46. The Bears were leading by 6-0 in the first half.

The Bears were the first team to win a game in the NCAA tournament, defeating the Scarlet Knights, 79-67, in the first round.
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**Successful Students**

M.I.T. LINCOLN LABORATORY has openings for a limited number of advanced physicists and mathematicians in original research and development activities.

M.I.T. LINCOLN LABORATORY is an electronics research and development center established by M.I.T. in 1947.

**Our Representative Will Be On Campus**

January 16th, 11:00 A.M.

**Lincoln Laboratory**

Research and Development Center of M.I.T.

**The New Bean's Diner**

**On the Portland Road**

“1000 Beans on the Plate”

161-163 Pleasant Street

Brunswick

24 Hour Service

**The Regional Memorial Hospital**

Assure Your Region's Future Health Through

**The Founders**

Physicians Of The Area Who Are Supporting

THE REGIONAL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Hilton H. Apple, M.D.
Robert S. Carter, M.D.
Mann Chaterjee, M.D.
Maurice J. Daino, M.D.
Charles Pinto, M.D.

Louis V. Davis, M.D.
Daniel F. Hesley, M.D.
Donald Menendez, M.D.
Edward A. McFarland, M.D.

C. Earl Richardson, M.D.
Otis H. Staley, M.D.
Col., U.S.A, Ret.
Raymond Tramper, M.D.
Ralph E. Williams, M.D.
Playgirl Seen Firmly Bound To Demography

Survey Points Up Highlights Of Low Living

Playgirl Presents Les Brown Winner Of Jazz Poll; Weekend Features Many Varied Events

Dance, Sports Parties, All To Take Place

Renowned L. B. Brings Troupe To East Maine

Houseparties Mix Revelry And Tradition

Houseparties Combin

Fashions Features Exquisite Lines With Practicality

"My Three Angels" Called "Two Ton Wow-Wow", Few Badly Tuned Strings
Schretter, Papazoglou, Entin Elected To Head Student Council; Phi Beta Kappa Selects Garlick, Mettler, Morgan, Williams

Dinner Honors New Members Last Monday

President Richard L. Clark, Vice-President of the faculty was host of congratulations Monday evening in the Freshmen Dining Hall of the Main Building when a dinner was given in honor of the new Maine. Twenty-five honors students were admitted to their new status on that occasion, and the evening was considered one of the most enjoyable of the year.

Bowdoin Wins Fifth Spot At Harvard Tilt

The athletic team from Boston at the annual Harvard-Bowdoin football game on Saturday afternoon was defeated by the Harvard team, 12 to 0, despite the efforts of the Bowdoin team to tie the game.

Presidents Of Maine Colleges Urge Congress To Alter Act

The following statement was recently issued jointly by President Charles F. Phillips of Bowdoin College, President James E. Collins of Colby College, and President J. Steney of U.S. State College:

"The limitations and restrictions imposed by the selective service law are unfair to the students of Maine colleges. They are unfair to the students of Maine colleges because they are unfair to the students of the United States. The selective service law should be altered to provide for a more equitable distribution of the draft among the citizens of the United States."

Faculty Vote

Members of the Faculty of Bowdoin College have adopted resolutions in which they urge amendment of the Selective Service Act to provide for a more equitable distribution of the draft among the citizens of the United States. The faculty of Bowdoin College has adopted the following resolutions:

1. That the Selective Service Act be amended to provide for a more equitable distribution of the draft among the citizens of the United States.

2. That the Selective Service Act be amended to provide for a more equitable distribution of the draft among the citizens of the United States.

NEW COLLEGE OFFICERS CHOSEN AT LAST MEETING OF GOVERNORS

Two Portland men were elected to important posts in the Portland College of the University of Maine this week.

Mr. Charles Adam, the new President, is shown with Mr. Hamilton and Mr. John E. Lewis, the new Secretary of the College of the University of Maine. Mr. Adam is a member of the Portland College of the University of Maine and is currently the President of the Portland College of the University of Maine. Mr. Hamilton is a member of the Portland College of the University of Maine and is currently the President of the Portland College of the University of Maine. Mr. Lewis is a member of the Portland College of the University of Maine and is currently the President of the Portland College of the University of Maine.

4 Straight "A" WBOR Elections Scholars Named Held; Richards For Fall Term New Manager

Four Bowdoin College students were selected to serve in the fall term as head of the radio station for the College. The four students are: Mr. Charles Adam, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Lewis, and Mr. John E. Lewis. The four students were selected by the faculty of the College on the basis of their academic achievement and their ability to serve as head of the radio station.

Grant Of $778 For Student Aid

Masque & Gown Elects Calder As New Chief

Daniel D.那是, vice-president of the college, at the meeting of the Board of Trustees held on Tuesday, October 1st, announced that Mr. Henry D. Calder had been elected as the new vice-president of the college. Mr. Calder is a member of the Board of Trustees and has served for many years as a member of the faculty of the college.

Manuscripts For One-Act Contest Finals Selected

The manuscripts for the one-act contest were selected by the judges, Mr. John E. Lewis, Mr. Charles Adam, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr. John E. Lewis. The manuscripts were presented to the judges by the students of the College and were selected on the basis of their originality and merit.

Fairbanks Competition Occurs As Sawyers, Youmans, Winners

Mr. Henry D. Calder, vice-president of the college, at the meeting of the Board of Trustees held on Tuesday, October 1st, announced that Mr. Henry D. Calder had been elected as the new vice-president of the college. Mr. Calder is a member of the Board of Trustees and has served for many years as a member of the faculty of the college.

Bradford Debate To Be Held Soon

The debate will be held soon at the Portland College of the University of Maine. The debate will be between Mr. Charles Adam, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr. John E. Lewis, the new President, the new Secretary, and the new Treasurer of the College, respectively.
Bowdoin's Future?

The article in Harper's listing Bowdoin among 20 other "good colleges" in the country in 1902 is significant for the development of its community. The report was written for The Bowdoin Orient, an institution to lose its identity. The College can do one thing - it can try to compete with every other college by offering a varied curriculum in order to reach a large body of prospective students. It is possible that this pattern may be a good thing, and that Bowdoin students may be better prepared for future careers.

In connection with this, another matter of which the College should be aware is that the curriculum is an important factor in the attractiveness of the educational institution. It is necessary to provide a balanced curriculum that will prepare students for a variety of careers.

The College should also be aware of the various options available to students. This will help students make informed decisions about their future careers.

Some have pointed out that Bowdoin has several assets, which enable it to offer a distinctive product to the educational market. The College should continue to provide a strong foundation for students' futures.

In conclusion, the College should be aware of the potential of its curriculum and the importance of its reputation. It is essential to continue to provide a strong educational experience for students.
**POLAR BEAR ICEMEN UPSET U. MASS. 6-4; FROSCH WIN TWO**

**Scott, Willey Click As Trinity, Tufts Win Over White Hoosters**

The Polar Bears were headed to town to face Willey, who had over the weekend with great excitement. The Bears were looking to get their first win of the season, and Willey was determined to keep their momentum going.

Immediately after the start of the game, Willey and Scott were locked in a remarkable 12 point duel and the game was tied 12-12 after the first 15 minutes. Willey's goal was the highlight of the first period. His point at 13:11 was followed by a goal from Brian Apine at 13:45 to lift the Bears to a 1-0 lead.

**Varsity Skaters Show Strength And Spirit Against Mighty Foe; R. Mostrom, Sandquist Score Two**

Interfraternity Track Meet To Be Held Friday, March 6

**Baby White Swimmers Take Many Firsts In Defeating Deering, South Portland Squads**

**Frosh Icemen Throw Shutout By Kents Hill**

Bowdoin Aquamen Lose Cub Packets To Cardinal Natators Crush Disfied By A Score Of 50-36

**Thunclans Win Relay At B.A.A. With 332.5, Wilkins Anchors 50.4**

While most Bowdoin students were enjoying their time off campus, a few others were still busy with their studies. The Interfraternity Track Meet was announced and the team was excited to compete against their rivals.

**Shimobile THE ONLY ONE IN THE WORLD**

**NOW! big discounts for students and faculty at SHERATON HOTELS with a Sheraton Student or Faculty I.D. card**

The bears were facing a tough challenge, and the game was tight throughout. Willey's third goal at 18:15 put the Bears up 12-11, and Scott's fourth goal at 18:45 sealed the victory for the Polar Bears, who won 12-12 after two overtimes.

Interfraternity Track Meet To Be Held Friday, March 6

**Are you Arbus?**

**First National Bank BRUNSWICK, MAINE**

**VALENTINE'S DAY FEBRUARY 14TH**

**CARDS CONTEMPORARY AND UNHUMOUD**

**SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP 146 MAIN STREET, DAGAL PA 5-2672**

**WANTED TYPING PAPER PLATETHES**

**The Pioneer**.

**FIRST AUBURN TRUST CO. BRUNSWICK OFFICE**

**Student Accounts Welcome**

**STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED**

**First National Bank BRUNSWICK, MAINE**

**Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation**

The Bears were determined to bring home a victory. The game was a close fight, but in the end, Willey and Scott led the Bears to a hard-fought 12-12 victory.
Delta Sigma Sponsors Blackmur To Lecture On Topic Of “Poetics”

The third annual lecture sponsored by the Delta Sigma Fraternity will be held at 8:30, February 25th, in the Memorial Union. The lecture will be open to all members of the community and the general public. The lecture, Professor Richard Blackmur of the Department of English, Princeton University, will discuss “Poetics. The making of poetry.”

Mr. Blackmur, who is considered to be one of the leading American poets, was born in New York on February 14, 1919. He is a graduate of Harvard University, where he was editor of the Harvard Advocate. Mr. Blackmur has been a full professor of English at the University of California since 1948. He has published a number of books, including Poems and Prose (1940), The Year of the Young Man (1941), and The Blackbird (1942). His works have been translated into many languages and have received numerous awards and honors.

The theme of Mr. Blackmur’s lecture, “Poetics,” is derived from the Greek word “poiesis,” which means “to make” or “to create.” In his lecture, Mr. Blackmur will explore the process of creating poetry, from the initial inspiration to the final product, and will discuss the various elements that go into making a successful piece of poetry.

Meddies Select New Men For Next Fall

The Meddies, the oldest and largest student chapter of the Psi Upsilon fraternity, has selected new members for the upcoming fall semester. The new members, who are expected to bring energy and enthusiasm to the chapter, will be welcomed into the fraternity at a formal initiation ceremony later in the semester.

The Meddies are known for their commitment to community service and their participation in various campus activities. The new members are expected to continue this tradition and to contribute to the chapter’s success in the coming year.

Kranes Appointed Editor Of Quill

Walter Kranes, a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences, has been appointed editor of the Quill, the University’s literary magazine. Mr. Kranes, who is a member of the Quill staff, has been involved in the magazine’s production for several years. He is expected to guide the Quill through its upcoming volume.

Faculty Study Guarantees Given By Danforth Grant

The faculty has been given study guarantees by the Danforth Foundation, a grant-making organization. The guarantees will enable the faculty to work on their research projects in the coming year.

Summer Institutes For High School Teachers

The College will be hosting summer institutes for high school teachers in the coming year. The institutes will provide opportunities for teachers to enhance their teaching skills and to learn about the latest developments in their fields.

Call To, Teach Freshman English This Semester

The College has called for applications to teach freshman English this semester. The position is open to both full-time and part-time faculty members. Applicants are encouraged to submit their credentials and teaching philosophy.

The Bowdoin Orient Staff
Common Sense

In the past there have been numerousiénable attempts to abolish compulsory chapel requirements and compulsory classes for lowerclassmen. The opposition of the few might even go farther and support the abolition of chapel, classes, and the campus as a whole. It is surprising that the elderly faculty here at the university is still in favor of the compulsory classes.

However, everyone would accept the exceptions of such exceptions, as long as they were based on the essential character of the classes and the student and the campus was still intact. The students of today are a bit more liberal-minded, and their spending habits have changed. The university has not lost sight of this.

Students need the time that these classes provide. It is an opportunity to discuss the current events and to learn about the history of the university. The classes also provide us with a chance to meet new people. The majority of our students are here for the social aspect and the classes give us an opportunity to meet new people.

The university has a responsibility to provide us with the best possible education. They cannot just rely on the classes to provide us with all of this. They must also provide us with the resources and the facilities to support our education.

Lethargy

The topic of this editorial is a bit old, and there is little we can say that has not already been said. It seems to be a topic that is often brought up, but it is also a topic that is often ignored.

Many of us are in possession of hobbies and interests that we follow in their spare time. We are burning to do as much as possible and to make the most of our time. The university has a responsibility to provide us with the best possible education. They cannot just rely on the classes to provide us with all of this. They must also provide us with the resources and the facilities to support our education.

The university has a responsibility to provide us with the best possible education. They cannot just rely on the classes to provide us with all of this. They must also provide us with the resources and the facilities to support our education.
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POLAR BEAR PUCKSTERS SPLIT; FROSH SKATERS
Succumb To U.N.H., 4-2

Icemen Edge Merrimack;

Cinderella Story for Frosch Have No Chance In Top

CUBS CINDERELLA STORY FOR FROSCH HAVE NO CHANCE IN TOP

Cub Pucksters Top Blue Bobcats Take

Devils 4-1; Hebron 8-3; Wilkins Stars

Win; Hoopsters Drop Two

The White Frosch lines ran one of the strongest

Bruins on a tight leash in the 10-2 decision over

Ivy, 11-0. The Frosch line, returning from the last

Win against Yale, continued its winning streak this

time, defeating the Bears 11-0. The Frosch line,

under the guidance of Coach Fred_require...
Exhibitions By Representatives Of Firms

During the past two years the Boston Museum of Fine Arts has been
hosting a series of exhibitions by prominent artists. In the spring of
this year, the museum will present an exhibition of contemporary
American art, with particular emphasis on works by women artists.

Representatives from the museum will be available to discuss the
exhibitions with visitors. The museum's goal is to make art accessible
to everyone, and these events are free and open to the public.

Word from the Publisher

The Boston Museum of Fine Arts is committed to making art
accessible to all. We believe that everyone should have the opportunity
to experience the beauty and power of art, regardless of their
background or circumstances.

In this issue of the museum's newsletter, we feature articles on
contemporary art and recent exhibitions. We also highlight
upcoming events and provide updates on the museum's
activities.

The newsletter is available in both print and digital formats,
and we encourage you to subscribe to receive the latest updates
from the museum.

About the Museum

The Boston Museum of Fine Arts is a world-renowned museum
located in the heart of Boston. It is dedicated to the
preservation and presentation of art from around the world.

The museum's collection includes works from ancient
civilizations to modern-day artists, and it is one of the
largest and most diverse in the United States.

We hope you enjoy this issue of the newsletter and look forward
to your continued support of the museum.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
EDITORIAL

A Bill That Ought To Be Passed

A Bill to exempt college fraternities from property and real estate taxation has recently been introduced into the Maine State Legislature by Representative Jerome Planner (DOM Or- chard Branch). House Assistant Minority Floor Leader. We believe that the need for passage of this Bill is becoming every day. The cost of education is rising to unprece- dented heights. The payment of approximately fifteen thousand (15,000) dollars per annum from twelve (12) Bowdoin College Fraternity houses is a tremendous burden on these unprotected classes. Such taxation is illegal and is consistent with the federal policy of removing the burden of taxation from individuals.

We believe that this Bill is necessary and important. The fraternities control a great deal of property that is not taxed. The fraternities should contribute their fair share. The Bill will enable the fraternities to contribute to the cost of education in a fair manner.

Faculty Cast Announced For "Miranda"

Mr. W. F. Mirandas, the secretary of the College Dramatic Club, has announced castings for the following films: A Bill That Ought To Be Passed.

Smith, Schreiter Win Debate

At Boston University, Kranes Wins Interpretive Reading

Team's Record Among Best In The Northeast

The team was invited to participate in the final round of the national championship, which was held at Boston University. The team had an excellent performance, finishing among the top teams.

Inverted Utopias Topic

Of Interfaith Forum

Walsh Speaker Panel Discussion At BIF

Close Session

At Sunday Chapel, Rev. William R. Walsh, S.J., read a paper on "Inverted Utopias.

The paper was well received and was a part of the Interfaith Forum's program for the day.

Council Backs Reorganizing Tax Committee

History Of Tax Exemption Act To Date

On February 15, 1956, the Student Senate passed the Legislation of the Board of Trustees. The Senate passed the Legislation of the Board of Trustees. The legislation, which was passed, was an act to tax the property of Bowdoin College.

The legislation was passed because of the need for the tax. The property of Bowdoin College is valuable and should be taxed.

Council Meets To Consider Activities

The fourteenth annual meeting of the Board of Trustees was held on February 24 and included the consideration of the following items:

1. The establishment of a new fraternity.
2. The establishment of a new sorority.
3. The establishment of a new student organization.
4. The establishment of a new social club.

Alcohol Speech To Be Delivered On 7th Of March

The speech is titled "The Impact of Alcohol on Campus Life." It will be delivered on the 7th of March.

Leith Cup Given To Ward Senior Recipient Yearly

The Leith Cup, which is awarded to the senior who, in the opinion of the faculty, has exhibited the greatest qualities of leadership, has been awarded to the senior who has exhibited the greatest qualities of leadership.

Bouchard To Give Cole Lecture On Architecture

Dean John E. Bouchard announced that the fourth annual lecture on the subject of Architecture will be given by Mr. John E. Bouchard, S.J., on November 10th. The lecture will be given in honor of Mr. John E. Bouchard, S.J., a former student of the College.

(Continued on page 2)
CUMBERLAND THEATRE NEWS

Dear Reader,

Our analysis of the question would not be complete without acknowledging several of the most important requirements for the Bible study presented by the opponents. At the moment, it would appear that the hard-core votes against the Bill in the Editorial Page of the Portland Press Herald and Sunday Telegram. Twice they have voted out of the bill which they claim should be defeated.

In their first Editorial of February 18, 1959, they proposed two major errors. First, they stated that the Bible study was discriminatory since Bible does not have free expression and is not affected by the Bill. This prohibits that the group should be treated identically even though there are additional differences between them. Bible College does not have the same freedom and hence does not have the financial problems which trouble free expression initiatives. On the other hand, the University of Maine and Bowdoin are faced with a different situation which makes it logical that they be treated the same.

Second amendment is that the Bill's proposal is not a proper way to help college students any way. However, we have found no support from the opponents. We therefore support the Bill's proposal.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

CUMBERLAND THEATRE NEWS
Polar Bear Pucksters Overwhelm Spirited Alumni Sandquist, Hunter Top Scorers Against Grads

A wonderful group of Bowdoin men clashed with a magnificent Princeton team in the first game of the Eastern College Hockey Tournament at the Bear's Den yesterday afternoon. The Princetoners, led by the legendary Bowdoin alumni Bill Sandquist and Bob Hunter, were triumphant in the close encounter, winning 4-0. In an attempt to portray the final score, the Princetonians overpowered the Bears, who were left out in the cold, scoring three quick goals in the first period. The Princetoners scored their fourth and final goal late in the finaloidal, ending the contest with a 4-0 victory.

First Period
The Princetoners took the lead in the first period when Carven Morison, who led the Princetoners with a goal in the second period, scored a first-period goal. Morison, who was on the power play, rifled the puck between the legs of the Bowdoin goalie and scored. The Princetoners took the lead on a goal by Roger Dye, who was on the power play. The Bears fought hard throughout the game, but were unable to score.

Second Period
The Princetoners scored their second goal of the game in the second period when Bob Hunter, who led the Princetoners with a goal in the second period, scored a second-period goal. The Princetoners took the lead on a goal by Bill Sandquist, who had the first goal of the game. The Bears fought hard throughout the game, but were unable to score.

Third Period
The Princetoners scored their third goal of the game in the third period when Carven Morison, who led the Princetoners with a goal in the second period, scored a third-period goal. The Princetoners took the lead on a goal by Roger Dye, who was on the power play. The Bears fought hard throughout the game, but were unable to score.

Fourth Period
The Princetoners scored their fourth and final goal of the game in the fourth period when Bob Hunter, who led the Princetoners with a goal in the second period, scored a fourth-period goal. The Princetoners took the lead on a goal by Bill Sandquist, who had the first goal of the game. The Bears fought hard throughout the game, but were unable to score.
Interview Schedule For March To Be Extensive

On March 2 representatives from General Motors will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Edward Ziegler, director of advertising for the American Motors Corporation, will be in the Student Center on March 2 to discuss the opportunities in his field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 3 representatives from the National Motor Museum will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 4 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 5 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 6 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 7 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 8 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 9 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 10 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 11 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 12 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 13 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 14 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 15 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 16 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 17 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 18 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 19 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 20 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 21 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 22 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 23 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 24 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 25 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 26 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 27 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 28 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 29 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 30 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.

On March 31 representatives from the American Motors Corporation will visit with students interested in the automotive field. Mr. Ziegler represents the American Motors Corporation and its subsidiaries, including the Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac Divisions.
Future Needs Stated By President Coles

President J. S. Cohen
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AD'S Donation Of $5.11 Wins Per Capita Cup

A pie chart contest, a pike march, and "The Battle of the Cocks" resulted in the spread College Campus and the winning of the cup for the poor girl's charity.

The Iota, or the "Battle of the Cocks," was held yesterday on the campus. A pie chart, which is a pike march, was held on the campus. The contest was won by the Iota, who are the winners of the cup for the poor girl's charity.

The Iota's efforts were led by Mr. Adler, who prepared the contest and the prize money. His efforts were the best of the year, and it was voted that the Iota would receive the cup for the poor girl's charity.

The Iota's efforts were led by Mr. Adler, who prepared the contest and the prize money. His efforts were the best of the year, and it was voted that the Iota would receive the cup for the poor girl's charity.
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For A More Effective Council

Under the status quo, the President of the Student Council serves for one semester and then his term is over. In fact, he has never had a chance to accomplish anything while he was serving on the Student Council itself is also over. This situation is reprehensible.

It is regrettable because it does not allow this important office to be used in a proper manner. The Student Council has much to accomplish if it is going to be used properly. In order to accomplish anything worthwhile, it must be done in a proper way. A good council must be well organized and must have a proper structure.

It is also regrettable because it does not allow the Student Council to accomplish anything. The President is not given enough time to do anything because his term is over before he has a chance to accomplish anything. The Student Council is not used properly because the President is not given enough time to do anything.
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News From Other Colleges

College History

Based of Recent Braulit Speech

On March 4th, Dr. Gerald K. Braulit, President of Washington and Lee University, presented "Our History" to an audience gathered in the Geier Library. Following the program, Dr. Braulit took questions from the audience.

The presentation focused on changes that had occurred in the University over the years, particularly in terms of the campus and student life.

Play Reviews

Alice in the fourth scene from "Shakespeare's" with Peter Arundell, Derek Best, and Barbara Puckett.

Burchard Told... (Continued from page 11)

...any more musical news and even to develop and renew some of the old ones that have been around for a while. However, with the new jingle and the added musical notes, they are expected to be more popular and successful than ever before.

Bands

Told... (Continued from page 11)

Every band must turn in a new date of their performance, and the new scores will be submitted for approval. This is to ensure that the bands are following the latest trends and standards in their performances.

Bands

"The Original" MIKE'S PLACE

144 Main Street

DIAL: PA 2622

A Special Sale of Gadget Bags

$12.00 to $15.00 Values Reduced to

$7.95

A Campus-to-Career History Case

William C. Gilks graduated from Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1956 with a B.S. degree in business administration. He joined The Chambers and Partners Telephone Company of Virginia because he was familiar with the company and had confidence that it offered the best possible opportunities for advancement. He wanted to stay in his home state.

Today, after two and a half years with the telephone company, Bill experienced firsthand the nature of the job and the time commitment involved in this occupation. He stated: "I'm really getting just supervisory experience on this job, but..."

Bill Gilks found the opportunity he was looking for with a Bell Telephone Company... in the state of his choice. You may, too. Talk with the Bell Telephone Company and the Bell Telephone booklet on file at your Place of Business.
Football Team Plays Nineteen Game Schedule

Baseball Team Plays Thirty-nine Game Schedule

Capitans, Trophies Announced At Sports Banquet

Fritz Receives Manro Award; Wilkins, Hutchinson Trophy

By Helga Copeland

Last Monday night, the final days of the Boston Globe's annual letter writing contest were announced. The contest is open to high school students in Massachusetts, and the winners are determined by a panel of judges. The contest is designed to encourage students to express their opinions on current events.

The contest was announced by the Boston Globe, which is the largest newspaper in Massachusetts.

The contest is open to all high school students in Massachusetts. The winners will be announced in the Boston Globe on January 1, 2023.

In order to participate in the contest, students must submit a letter to the Boston Globe by the deadline, which is January 1, 2023.

The contest is open to all high school students in Massachusetts. The winners will be announced in the Boston Globe on January 1, 2023.

In order to participate in the contest, students must submit a letter to the Boston Globe by the deadline, which is January 1, 2023.
College Economy

(Continued from page 1)
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